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1 Saturday  
8pm Ready Jet Go!: One 
Small Step  
In this special, Jet and his 
Boxwood Terrace friends 
learn all about Neil Armstrong 
and the Apollo Space 
Program as they embark on a 
sleepover on the Moon.  
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am Rukmini Devi Arundale/I 
Am Bob Ross   
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
Cusco, Weave Got A 
Problem/Nice to Meet You, 
Machu Picchu  
"Cusco, Weave Got A 
Problem" Luna returns a 
pollera skirt to a Peruvian 
friend who needs to wear it in 
a parade, but discovers 
there's a small hole in it! "Nice 
to Meet You, Machu Picchu" 
Andy, expert finder, helps 
Senor Fabuloso find Machu 
Picchu in the Peruvian Andes 
Mountains  
10pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am Rukmini Devi Arundale/I 
Am Bob Ross   
10:30pm Hero Elementary  
Hatching A Plan/The Invisible 
Force  
When an egg hatches and an 

unfamiliar bird emerges, 
Sparks' Crew vows to reunite 
the young bird with its 
parents. After some trial and 
error, they observe similarities 
and differences between 
young animals and their 
parents to find the baby bird's 
family. Curriculum: Young 
animals are very much like 
their parents, but there are 
differences as well as 
similarities that can be 
observed. / When the 
decorations of a young girl's 
birthday party are suddenly 
whisked away, Sparks' Crew 
wonder if this is the work of 
InvisiGirl. But once 
investigating further, they 
learn that something more 
natural might be the cause of 
this mayhem. Curriculum: 
There is so much to 
investigate, beyond what can 
be seen; forces of nature, 
such as the wind, can push 
objects.  
11pm Nature Cat  
Spring Hunter 3000/The Case 
of the Missing Moon  
Spring Hunter 3000 - Spring 
has sprung! And it's now time 
for Daisy's favorite online 
game: Spring Hunter 3000! 
The goal of the game is to try 
and find as many signs of 
spring as possible: birds, 
flowers, you name it. The 
more you find, the more 
points you get. And whoever 
gets the most points is 
deemed the Queen or King of 
spring! Oh yeah! Oh yeah! 

The Case of the Missing 
Moon - Hal is so so so sad! 
When he went to howl at the 
moon, like he does every 
night, the moon was? gone! 
But that's impossible! How 
does a moon just disappear? 
There has to be a logical 
explanation, right? Can 
Nature Cat and his pals find 
the missing moon? Or will 
Hal's nightly howls come to 
an end for good?  
11:30pm Arthur  
Prunella Sees The 
Light/Return of the Snowball  
Prunella Sees the Light - To 
make everything perfect for 
her sleepover with Marina, 
Prunella happily styles her 
room to resemble a "Henry 
Skreever" book.  But then she 
panics - since Marina is blind, 
will decorations she can't 
even see offend her... or 
worse, make her trip?  Or will 
Prunella discover that her 
worries about protecting 
Marina - and their friendship - 
are more about Prunella's 
own perceptions rather than 
Marina's actual capabilities? 
Return of the Snowball - For 
six months, two weeks and 
four days, D.W. has been 
trying to solve the mystery of 
her snowball's 
disappearance.  So when it 
re-appears in the freezer, 
she's ecstatic!!  But wait - if it 
was taken once, how can she 
stop it from being stolen 
again? Can D.W. keep the 
snowball safe from plotting 



 
thieves... or even from 
melting?  
12am Molly of Denali  
Midnight Sun Fun Run/Molly 
Oodi' Heekha   
12:30am Odd Squad  
Why Did The Chicken Cross 
The Dimension/Off The Clock   
2 Sunday  
8pm Ready Jet Go!: One 
Small Step  
In this special, Jet and his 
Boxwood Terrace friends 
learn all about Neil Armstrong 
and the Apollo Space 
Program as they embark on a 
sleepover on the Moon.  
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I am Florence Nightingale/I 
am George Washington 
Carver  
I am Florence Nightingale 
When Yadina gets the 
hiccups right before a big 
show & tell appearance, she 
turns to Xavier and Brad for 
help. Unsure how to cure her, 
the boys have some fun 
coming up with silly solutions, 
none of which work. To the 
Secret (hic) Museum! Our 
heroes travel back in time to 
meet legendary nurse 
Florence Nightingale, just as 
she's presented with a very 
serious problem: her 
neighbor's dog has a sore 
paw. To the library! Florence 
dedicates herself to learning 
exactly how to get the poor 
pup back on his feet, inspiring 
Xavier and Brad to commit 
themselves to finding a real 

solution to Yadina's hiccup 
problem. From now on, they'll 
always help others as best 
they can. Curriculum: "It's 
important to help others as 
best you can." I am George 
Washington Carver While 
playing soccer, Xavier 
accidentally smushes a flower 
in the garden. Yadina wants 
to help the little flower, but 
Xavier doesn't get it - what's 
the big deal? To the Secret 
Museum! Our trio travel back 
in time to meet an expert in 
plant care: George 
Washington Carver... 
accidentally smushing three 
more flowers in the process! 
Good thing George 
Washington Carver knows 
just what to do. As the kids 
transport the plant patients 
back to George's secret 
garden, Xavier learns all 
about how amazing plant life 
is and why it's so important 
each one of us help take care 
of the Earth. Curriculum: 
"Take care of the Earth"  
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
Stinky Fruit/Kick It Good  
"Stinky Fruit" In Bangkok, Leo 
thinks he needs to like the 
taste of the very strong-
smelling durian fruit to be a 
great chef. "Kick It Good" 
Andy wants to play ball with 
kids in Thailand, but thinks 
they're playing all wrong! He 
learns that sports from around 
the world are sometimes 
similar, but different, but also 
just as good.  

10pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I am Florence Nightingale/I 
am George Washington 
Carver  
I am Florence Nightingale 
When Yadina gets the 
hiccups right before a big 
show & tell appearance, she 
turns to Xavier and Brad for 
help. Unsure how to cure her, 
the boys have some fun 
coming up with silly solutions, 
none of which work. To the 
Secret (hic) Museum! Our 
heroes travel back in time to 
meet legendary nurse 
Florence Nightingale, just as 
she's presented with a very 
serious problem: her 
neighbor's dog has a sore 
paw. To the library! Florence 
dedicates herself to learning 
exactly how to get the poor 
pup back on his feet, inspiring 
Xavier and Brad to commit 
themselves to finding a real 
solution to Yadina's hiccup 
problem. From now on, they'll 
always help others as best 
they can. Curriculum: "It's 
important to help others as 
best you can." I am George 
Washington Carver While 
playing soccer, Xavier 
accidentally smushes a flower 
in the garden. Yadina wants 
to help the little flower, but 
Xavier doesn't get it - what's 
the big deal? To the Secret 
Museum! Our trio travel back 
in time to meet an expert in 
plant care: George 
Washington Carver... 



 
accidentally smushing three 
more flowers in the process! 
Good thing George 
Washington Carver knows 
just what to do. As the kids 
transport the plant patients 
back to George's secret 
garden, Xavier learns all 
about how amazing plant life 
is and why it's so important 
each one of us help take care 
of the Earth. Curriculum: 
"Take care of the Earth"  
10:30pm Hero Elementary  
Saved from the Bell/The Right 
Stuff  
When the bell on top of the 
school's Leaping Tower 
keeps ringing, Sparks' Crew 
plans and conducts an 
investigation. They discover 
that vibrations make sound, 
but what's causing the bell to 
vibrate and ring? Curriculum: 
Vibrating matter can make 
sounds. / When Sparks' Crew 
decides to restyle their current 
hero suits, they have to figure 
out what materials they can 
use. But, is it the right stuff to 
help them save the day? 
Curriculum: Materials have 
different properties; it is 
possible to sort, describe and 
compare materials based on 
their properties.  
11pm Nature Cat  
The Glow Games/Have A 
Grape Day  
The Glow Games - Here we 
go again, Ronald! Tonight 
Ronald challenges Nature Cat 
and his friends to compete in 
the Glow Games! The first 

team to find three 
bioluminescent creatures wins 
the game as well as the 
Golden Glow Trophy! Nature 
Cat and his pals are ready to 
compete; they are not scared 
of Ronald! But they have one 
question first, what is 
bioluminescence? Have a 
Grape Day - Man-oh-man-oh-
man! It's Grape Day! Hooray! 
Led by Squeeks, the gang is 
on their way to the grape 
patch because today the 
grapes will finally be ripe and 
ready to eat! Squeeks cannot 
wait for grape tacos, grape 
fricassee, grape suzette, 
grape flambe! But all their 
excitement comes screeching 
to a halt when the gang sees 
the sight before them: the 
whole grape patch has been 
overtaken by weeds, 
everywhere! How could this 
have happened? Ronald!?!?!  
11:30pm Arthur  
The World of Tomorrow/Is 
There A Doctor in the House?  
The World of Tomorrow - 
Since Binky's repeating third 
grade, he's totally dreading 
Mr. Ratburn's annual class 
sleepover at the Science 
Museum.  After all, he 
remembers how boring it was 
last year... wouldn't the 
second time around be twice 
as dull?  But an enticing new 
exhibit - on visions of the 
future! - shows Binky that 
science knowledge can really 
come in handy. Is There a 
Doctor in the House? - Arthur 

and D.W. face the ultimate 
challenge when Mom gets a 
bad cold and then... (gulp!)... 
gives it to Dad!  What if Arthur 
has to take over Dad's 
catering business?  And how 
will they raise Baby Kate all 
by themselves?  
12am Molly of Denali  
The Story of the Story 
Knife/Raven Saves the 
Birthday Party   
12:30am Odd Squad  
Best Seats in the 
House/Agent Obfusco  
Best Seats in the House - 
Olive and Otto battle Oren 
and Olaf for the best chairs at 
Odd Squad while Ms. O and 
Oscar run a top secret 
mission. Curriculum: 
Calendar. Agent Obfusco - 
Olive and Otto become 
concerned when they find out 
their Odd Squad test is being 
administered by Agent 
Obfusco - a mysterious agent 
who speaks only in word 
problems. Curriculum: Logic 
problems.  
3 Monday  
8pm Cyberchase  
Fit to Be Heroes  
The CyberSquad and their 
new friend Scanner embark 
on a quest to build a new 
Encryptor Chip for 
Motherboard and cure her 
virus. With Hacker in hot 
pursuit, the kids must run, ski, 
canoe and climb their way to 
the end of the mission. In the 
process, they learn that a little 
activity over time adds up. But 



 
will they also cure 
Motherboard? Big idea: To 
have fun and be healthy, get 
up and moving for sixty 
minutes each day. Math 
concepts: Data 
Representation/Tables.  
8:30pm Hero Elementary  
AJ's Extra Superpower, Part 1 
/ AJ's Extra Superpower, Part 
2  
When a little girl's toys keep 
disappearing from her 
backyard, Sparks' Crew 
discovers the culprit is a 
neighbor's dog. How will they 
keep it out? AJ's Extra 
Superpower (his autism) is 
the key. Curriculum: 
Investigating can help you 
figure things out and solve 
problems. / The team heads 
to Citytown Hero Con. AJ is 
dressed as his hero, Jetman 
Jones, and is shocked to see 
that many people are also 
dressed like him. How will he 
find the real Jetman Jones in 
the crowd? Curriculum: Find 
the differences in similar 
things by observing and 
comparing.  
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am James Naismith/I Am 
Temple Grandin   
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
Viva La Pasta/Arrievederci 
Acqua!   
10pm Rosie's Rules  
Rosies Pirate Adventure/Time 
Trouble  
Rosie and friends pretend to 
be pirates travelling around 

the world, but they need a 
globe to plan a route./While 
Jun is visiting Shanghai, she 
and Rosie plan a virtual 
breakfast. But when it's 
daytime for Rosie, it's 
nighttime for Jun.  
10:30pm Alma's Way  
Alma Town/An Alma Kind of 
Day  
When Alma is elected mayor 
of Cardboard City, she 
promises to help the city run 
smoothly. But when 
Cardboard City's citizens start 
to feel unhappy with Alma's 
rule-making, she has to figure 
out how to make rules that 
are fair to everyone./Alma and 
Junior want to help out in a 
big way, but, after trial and 
error, they discover it's the 
little acts of kindness that 
make the biggest difference.  
11pm Alma's Way  
Singing on the 6 Train/Safinas 
Doggy Problem   
11:30pm Nature Cat  
Animal Rescue Crew/Nature 
of Dreams  
When Nature Cat and his pals 
spend the day playing Wild 
Animal Rescue, they come 
across a little baby fox with a 
cut on its front paw. Oh no! 
The little baby fox is injured 
and needs help. Looks like it 
is time to call the greatest 
animal rescuer in the whole 
wide world, Racer the Rescue 
Raccoon. Good golly, hello 
dolly! / What a bummer! Sadie 
hurt her paw and now she has 
to wear a cone and sit in her 

apartment for a whole month 
while it heals. Doctor's orders! 
Now, Sadie can't go to the 
nature playground across the 
street and watch all of her 
favorite bugs and birds. The 
gang feels so badly for her, 
and Hal wishes there was a 
way to bring nature to her 
while she's healing. That's it! 
Hal's a genius. Maybe there is 
a way to bring the bugs and 
birds to Sadie's balcony. 
Onward and cityward!  
12am Nature Cat  
Great Salt Lake/The Praying 
Mantis Hunters   
12:30am Arthur  
He Said, He Said/Bunny 
Trouble  
A special episode of Bionic 
Bunny is interrupted, and 
Arthur, Buster, and George try 
to remember what comes 
next. But Carl is the only one 
who can straighten out the 
story. D.W. is excited to be 
taking care of the class 
bunny, Larry. But when Larry 
is feeling adventurous and 
wanders off, it's up to 
Ladonna the "Bunny 
Whisperer" to help get him 
back.  
4 Tuesday  
8pm Cyberchase  
An Urchin Matter  
There's a mega mystery in 
Megabays - the once-healthy 
kelp in Big Bay is washing 
ashore. The CyberSquad 
must work with Captain 
Skuttlebutt, keeper of the 
bays, to get to the bottom of 



 
it. They explore the marine 
ecosystem and discover that 
there are way more urchins 
than anything else... but why? 
Is it nature at work, or is 
something - or someone - 
causing the underwater kelp 
forest's collapse?  
8:30pm Hero Elementary  
The Lake Mistake/Plant 
Problem  
On a warm day, the team 
takes a field trip to the lake. 
But, when a fellow super 
student accidentally freezes 
the entire lake, it's up to 
Sparks' Crew to find a way to 
restore the lake back to its 
original, liquid state. 
Curriculum: Matter can be 
solid or liquid depending on 
temperature; solid and liquid 
matter have different 
properties. / When a Turbo 
Grow ray zaps a plant, the 
plant grows out of control all 
over Citytown. Sparks' Crew 
comes to the rescue and 
learns about plant parts and 
what plants need to survive. 
Curriculum: Plants have 
stems, leaves, and roots 
which enable them to get the 
water and light they need in 
order to live.  
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am Jigonsaseh/I Am 
Sacagawea   
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
More Than All That 
Jazz/Swamp Pals  
"More Than All That Jazz" In 
New Orleans, musician 

Carmen learns about 
something new: Jazz 
improvisation "Swamp Pals" 
Leo travels to the Louisiana 
Bayou to meet his pen pal, 
who seems too exciting to be 
true.  
10pm Rosie's Rules  
The Doggie Detectives/A 
House for Gatita  
While delivering popcorn in 
Maya's apartment building, 
Rosie, Crystal and Mom find a 
lost dog toy, so they become 
doggie detectives to find its 
owner./Rosie builds a 
cardboard house for Gatita so 
she can have a peaceful nap.  
10:30pm Alma's Way  
Trick Or Treatasaurus/The 
Haunted Hallway  
When Junior accidentally 
ruins his dinosaur Halloween 
costume, Alma, Mami, and 
T'a Gloria must figure out a 
way to turn the mistake into a 
fright-night delight. It's 
Halloween at the community 
center, and Alma, Rafia, and 
Lucas are determined to have 
the best Haunted Hallway 
ever. But when Alma decides 
that she wants to make the 
Hallway even spookier than 
before, people stop visiting. 
What gives?  
11pm Alma's Way  
Too Corny/Alma Tags Along   
11:30pm Nature Cat  
Ocean Commotion - Part 1  
A day for celebrating Hal and 
his favorite chew toy Mr. 
Chewinsky's three-year 
anniversary as dog and toy 

has gone from joyous fun to 
total sadness as Nature Cat 
has made a terrible mistake! 
Nature Cat accidentally 
dropped Mr. Chewinsky down 
the storm drain, and now he is 
floating on the storm water, 
working his way through the 
drain system to the river and 
out to the ocean! Oh no! As 
the gang goes to find and 
save Mr. Chewinsky, they 
learn how all waterways are 
connected, and also meet up 
with a new special friend 
named Nature Dog, who 
helps them navigate the 
oceans. Will they find Mr. 
Chewinsky? Will Hal be able 
to celebrate his anniversary!? 
And who is Nature Dog?!  
12am Nature Cat  
Ocean Commotion - Part 2  
A day for celebrating Hal and 
his favorite chew toy Mr. 
Chewinsky's three-year 
anniversary as dog and toy 
has gone from joyous fun to 
total sadness as Nature Cat 
has made a terrible mistake! 
Nature Cat accidentally 
dropped Mr. Chewinsky down 
the storm drain, and now he is 
floating on the storm water, 
working his way through the 
drain system to the river and 
out to the ocean! Oh no! As 
the gang goes to find and 
save Mr. Chewinsky, they 
learn how all waterways are 
connected, and also meet up 
with a new special friend 
named Nature Dog, who 
helps them navigate the 



 
oceans. Will they find Mr. 
Chewinsky? Will Hal be able 
to celebrate his anniversary!? 
And who is Nature Dog?!  
12:30am Arthur  
Carls Concerto/Too Much of a 
Good Thing  
Carl has agreed to play the 
accordion for George's 
puppet show. But his routines 
are getting in the way of 
rehearsals. Now George must 
decide: keep Carl and risk the 
show, or replace Carl and risk 
his friendship? Educational 
Objective: George learns that, 
even though Carl has autism, 
he can still be relied upon to 
make a creative contribution. 
Buster enlists Binky's help to 
keep him from gorging on 
delicious Tuvaluna cookies. 
Will Buster's self-control 
hold...or crumble? 
Educational Objective: Buster 
learns the importance of self-
control.  
5 Wednesday  
8pm Cyberchase  
Traffic Trouble   
8:30pm Hero Elementary  
Tail of One Kitty/Movie 
Theater Meltdown  
A little girl's kitten is on the 
loose. It's Sparks' Crew to the 
rescue. They observe how 
animals use their tails and 
they apply that new 
information to their day-saving 
rescue. Curriculum: Observe, 
describe, and compare how 
animals use their tails for 
many purposes. / At the 
movie theater, Sparks' Crew 

meets Stevie Heat, a teen 
with an out of control 
superpower: his hands heat 
up and melt anything he 
touches. The team has to 
help Stevie clean up and 
learn to control his heat hands 
before the movie starts. 
Curriculum: When matter is 
heated or cooled, it may 
change. Some of those 
changes can be reversed and 
some can't.  
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am George Washington/I 
Am Susan B. Anthony  
I am George Washington 
Yadina is excited when she's 
chosen to be the leader of her 
Nature Troop, thinking this a 
great first step toward 
becoming President one day. 
Only problem is, she isn't 
entirely sure how to be a good 
leader. To the Secret 
Museum! Our heroes are sent 
back in time to meet one of 
the greatest leaders in the 
history of the United States: 
George Washington. Yadina 
is awe struck as she gets to 
meet her country's very first 
president, who offers to take 
them on a fishing trip. As he 
leads them through the woods 
to the fishing hole, George is 
polite, helpful, and supportive, 
showing Yadina that a good 
leader takes care of his or her 
team. I am Susan B. Anthony 
Xavier and Yadina are putting 
artifacts away on the shelves 
of the Secret Museum, 

deciding between the two of 
them where everything should 
go, and unintentionally 
leaving Brad out. To the 
Secret Museum! Our heroes 
are sent back in time to meet 
someone who always stood 
up for the rights of all people: 
Susan B. Anthony. Watching 
the young Susan advocate for 
all of her siblings to have a 
vote in what to name their 
new baby goat, and then for 
all women everywhere to 
have a vote over matters that 
affect their country, helps 
Xavier and Yadina to realize 
how important it is for Brad to 
have a say over what 
happens in the Secret 
Museum. Because everyone 
should have a vote.  
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
Beetlemania/Robo Kid   
10pm Rosie's Rules  
An Anniversary 
Tradition/Chiles En Nogada 
Day  
Rosie, Crystal and Iggy try to 
recreate Mom and Pap's 
beach anniversary tradition at 
home./It's Chiles en Nogada 
Day, but when Papa loses the 
recipe, it's up to Rosie to 
figure out who else might 
have it.  
10:30pm Alma's Way  
Alma's Rescue Repair/Alma 
Cools Off   
11pm Alma's Way  
Doggone Sox/Alma Spells It 
Out  
Alma really wants to have a 
sleepover in her room with 



 
her dog, Chacho, but when 
the mischievous pup hides 
Abuelo's lucky sock on the 
day of a big baseball game, 
Alma must find it before 
Chacho is sent to the 
doghouse. When Rafia wins 
the neighborhood spelling 
bee, Alma is chosen as her 
alternate for the city-wide 
competition. Rafia wants to 
practice for the big day, but 
Alma doesn't get it: What's so 
important about being an 
alternate?  
11:30pm Nature Cat  
Freezin' in the Summer 
Season/Total Eclipse of the 
Sun  
Get ready, gang, it's time for 
Nature Cat's annual Summer 
Fest - summer fun, the whole 
day long. Whoo hooo! First up 
is their Summer Fest 
Sprinkler Frolic, followed by 
Summer Fest Bike Ride and 
Summer Fest Kickball game. 
Nothing can ruin their 
wonderful Summer Fest, 
except for the super tall dark 
clouds approaching and the 
ominous cool breeze. Man oh 
man! A thunderstorm! But 
wait a tick, what is that stuff 
falling from the sky? It looks 
like snow, but it's bouncy. 
Snow in the summertime? 
Gimme some whaaaaat? / No 
one has ever seen Houston 
as excited as he is today. 
Know why? Because today 
there will be a total eclipse of 
the sun. Woo hoo! Raise the 
roof! Get this, the sun will be 

totally blocked out by the 
moon, so you won't be able to 
see it, and it will get dark in 
the middle of the day. The 
rest of the gang cannot wait to 
see the eclipse with Houston, 
except for Hal, who runs away 
to hide because he is scared. 
Hal?  
12am Nature Cat  
Ice Is Nice/Bird's Eye View  
Ice is Nice - A fun-filled day of 
ice-skating takes a turn when 
Nature Cat's beloved hot 
cocoa Hug Mug mysteriously 
breaks. But wait Ronald's 
favorite Bug Mug breaks too. 
Who would want to break not 
one but TWO mugs? Hal 
thinks there is a mug breaker 
around! Will the gang track 
down the Mug Breaker? Or 
will Ronald and Nature Cat 
never be able to enjoy hot 
cocoa on a cold day again? 
Bird's Eye View - Hal wakes 
from the greatest dream ever, 
he was a real live birdie, flying 
through the sky, diving into 
treetops, perching on 
branches! It was bird-errific! 
Hal would do anything to be a 
bird for just one day and 
Nature Cat will do anything to 
make his buddy's dream 
come true, but making Hal a 
bird won't be as easy as it 
seems!  
12:30am Arthur  
When Carl Met George / D.W. 
Swims with the Fishes  
When Carl Met George - 
George is excited about 
spending time with his new 

friend, Carl, who seems to 
know all kind of cool facts 
about trains and about... well 
lots of things! Then George 
learns that Carl has 
Asperger's Syndrome - a form 
of autism that makes Carl see 
the world differently than most 
people. Can George and Carl 
remain good friends - and 
perhaps even learn from each 
other? DW Swims with the 
Fishes - D.W. and James 
enter the pre-school swim 
meet and recruit their big 
siblings to coach them. All 
goes swimmingly until Arthur 
and Molly start taking their 
jobs a little too seriously. 
Who's this race about, 
anyway?  
6 Thursday  
8pm Cyberchase  
A Garden Grows In Botlyn  
Digit's friend Ren is excited to 
plan a very special 
Valentine's Day party at his 
favorite spot--the beautiful 
Botlyn Botanic Garden. It's 
the only garden in all of 
bustling Botlyn, and he can't 
imagine having his 
celebration any place else. 
But when Ren and the 
CyberSquad discover the 
garden isn't available, it's time 
to improvise. They get their 
hands dirty and use their 
math skills to plot out and 
plant a beautiful garden in an 
unlikely space. Will everything 
come up roses? Meanwhile, 
Hacker receives an 
unexpected valentine of his 



 
own. From whom could it 
possibly be?  
8:30pm Hero Elementary  
AJ's Extra Superpower, Part 1 
/ AJ's Extra Superpower, Part 
2  
When a little girl's toys keep 
disappearing from her 
backyard, Sparks' Crew 
discovers the culprit is a 
neighbor's dog. How will they 
keep it out? AJ's Extra 
Superpower (his autism) is 
the key. Curriculum: 
Investigating can help you 
figure things out and solve 
problems. / The team heads 
to Citytown Hero Con. AJ is 
dressed as his hero, Jetman 
Jones, and is shocked to see 
that many people are also 
dressed like him. How will he 
find the real Jetman Jones in 
the crowd? Curriculum: Find 
the differences in similar 
things by observing and 
comparing.  
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am Jesse Owens/I Am Ella 
Fitzgerald   
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
Gaja's Birthday/Kabaddi Kid   
10pm Rosie's Rules  
Dino Day Delayed/Rosies 
Walkie Talkie  
106A When Papa says they'll 
have to wait until tomorrow to 
go to the Dino Park, Rosie 
tries to make tomorrow come 
faster. 106B Rosie tries to 
remember where she left her 
walkie talkie so she, Javi and 
Jun can play a game.  

10:30pm Alma's Way  
Granny on the Go/Chacho's 
Day Out   
11pm Alma's Way  
Alma's Movie Night/Papi The 
Hero  
Alma, Andre, and friends can't 
wait for movie night in the 
park! But when Andre finds 
out tonight's feature stars a 
spooky blob monster, he 
suddenly remembers he has 
to help out at the community 
center. Alma offers to help 
him finish in time, but he 
doesn't seem excited. What's 
up? Alma, Eddie, and Junior 
need inspiration for the "hero 
song" they are writing for 
Papi, so they join him as he 
tries to catch a lost parrot 
named Wanda. Too bad they 
keep scaring Wanda away. 
Will this hero's song remain 
unsung?  
11:30pm Nature Cat  
Onward and Songward/Why 
Did the Turtle Cross the 
Road?   
12am Nature Cat  
Appily Ever After/Sound Off  
Appily Ever After - It's Fall! 
Apple picking season! But Hal 
wants to know - how did the 
apples get up in the trees? An 
apple fairy? A magic spell? 
The internet? And how long 
does it take? Long time? 
Short time? No time? So 
many questions! That reminds 
Nature Cat of his all-time 
favorite nature story, which 
will help answer all of Hal's 
apple questions. It's time to 

tell Nature Cat's version of 
Johnny Appleseed! Sound Off 
- Man-oh-man! What's that 
noise?! Daisy keeps hearing 
the most annoying beeping 
sound and it's coming from 
across the lake. The terrible 
sound is even upsetting the 
lake fish and if it doesn't stop 
soon, the fish could be in big 
trouble! Can Nature Cat and 
his pals find where the rogue 
sound is coming from and 
stop the boisterous blaring 
beeps? Onward and 
soundward!  
12:30am Arthur  
The Last Tough 
Customer/Brain's Chess 
Mess  
The Last Tough Customer - 
The Tough Customers realize 
it's time to quit bullying and 
set out to find a new hobby - 
but can Molly ever truly 
change her ways? Brain's 
Chess Mess - Brain starts a 
chess club at school to 
improve his game and beat 
Los Dedos, the local chess 
master. Who knew the best 
player in the club would 
be...Rattles?!?  
7 Friday  
8pm Elinor Wonders Why: 
A Wonderful Journey  
Elinor and her friends have a 
curious and fun adventure 
when they go camping with 
Ranger Rabbit to Hidden 
Lake, a place in the forest that 
they have never been to 
before. On their wonderful 
journey they bump into 



 
Bianca, an inventor and good 
friend of Ranger Rabbit who 
studies frogs. But on a hike to 
help Bianca observe them, 
the kids discover that the 
frogs seem to be missing from 
the lake. Why? It is up to 
Elinor, Bianca and her friends 
to solve the mystery of the 
missing frogs. Together, they 
discover the source of the 
problem: the lake is being 
dammed by sticks from a 
nearby road clearing project, 
causing the frogs to leave. By 
asking questions and getting 
inspiration from Nature, the 
team invents a new tool that 
looks like a frog's tongue to 
break loose the dam and save 
the frogs!!  
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am Catherine The Great/I 
Am Tomioka Tessai  
I am Catherine the Great Brad 
shows up ready for day camp 
with a pep in his step and a 
smile on his face, until he 
finds out that he's going 
without Xavier or Yadina. Uh 
oh. Brad can't possibly go 
without his best friends! Who 
will he play with? Xavier and 
Yadina are sure Brad will 
make new friends at camp, 
but Brad isn't so sure - he 
doesn't know how. To the 
Secret Museum! Our heroes 
go back in time to meet 
someone who made all kids 
of friends: Catherine the 
Great. They find Catherine 
wandering outside her castle 

walls, simply so she can 
make some new friends to 
play with. Watching Catherine 
meet new kids, and ask them 
questions about themselves, 
shows Brad that getting to 
know people is a great way to 
make friends. I am Tomioka 
Tessai Yadina isn't sure if she 
should take her old family 
quilt in for show and tell; she 
loves it and all, but it's old and 
has a lot of holes - what if she 
feels embarrassed to show 
people? To the Secret 
Museum! Our heroes go back 
in time to meet someone who 
was deeply connected to the 
stories of his ancestry: 
Tomioka Tessai. They find the 
young artist as he's trying to 
decide what he should paint 
to share with his art class. 
While thinking it over, 
Tomioka takes our trio on a 
tour of his family's garden, 
and proudly tells the story of 
the cherry tree he planted 
there with his father and 
grandfather, helping both 
Tomioka and Yadina realize 
they should each present their 
class with something that's 
special to their family, 
because sharing stories about 
their family makes them feel 
proud.  
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
Monster Park!/Meet The 
Strongs  
"Monster Park!" When 
Wrinkles the tortoise gets lost 
outside Rome in spooky 
Monster Park, Leo must face 

his fears to find him! "Meet 
The Strongs" Leo thinks 
having a baby sister is a pain, 
but after going to Salami 
Strong's house in Rome for a 
special family meal, he comes 
to see his role of a big brother 
a little differently.  
10pm Rosie's Rules  
Rosies Pirate Adventure/Time 
Trouble  
Rosie and friends pretend to 
be pirates travelling around 
the world, but they need a 
globe to plan a route./While 
Jun is visiting Shanghai, she 
and Rosie plan a virtual 
breakfast. But when it's 
daytime for Rosie, it's 
nighttime for Jun.  
10:30pm Alma's Way  
Song of the Summer/Leapin 
Lizards   
11pm Alma's Way  
Alma The Artist/Bomba Or 
Baseball  
Mr. Huda holds a contest to 
design a mural for his store 
gate, and Alma's design is the 
winner! Andre volunteers to 
help Alma paint the mural, but 
begins adding his own ideas 
without asking. Can Alma 
speak up for herself and her 
vision? When Uncle Nestor's 
Bomba dance show and the 
first baseball game of the 
season are scheduled for the 
same day, Alma must decide 
whether she'll honor her 
commitment to dance Bomba, 
or skip the performance to 
watch her favorite team play  
11:30pm Nature Cat  



 
Garden Impossible/Agents of 
the Great Outdoors  
Garden Impossible - It's a 
beautiful spring day when 
Daisy gets an urgent video 
chat from her best gardening 
pal, Petunia, who has moved 
to the city. Petunia has gotten 
herself into a quite a pickle. 
The Urban Gardening Club is 
coming to consider her for 
club membership in a month. 
Only trouble is, she doesn't 
have a garden, and she 
doesn't know how to grow 
one in the city. If she can't 
become a member of the 
Urban Gardening Club, she 
doesn't know what she'll do. 
Not to worry! No garden is 
impossible for Daisy and her 
pals! Time to build a city 
garden! Tally ho! Agents of 
the Great Outdoors - The 
Agents of the Great Outdoors 
are on a super-secret spy 
mission! Shhh! They're going 
undercover to find out if the 
noises animals make are their 
own way of talking to each 
other, and whoever finds the 
answer will get the Golden 
Badge of Honor. Ooooh! It's 
so golden and so badge-y 
and all at the same time. The 
Agents of the Great Outdoors 
are on the case! Time to find 
out if animals communicate! 
Onward and Yonward!  
12am Nature Cat  
Stop That Squirrel/Onward 
and Pondward  
Stop That Squirrel - Oh yeah! 
Nature Cat and his pals can't 

wait for a day of backyard bird 
watching! And Nature Cat has 
a sure-fire way to attract the 
birds - the bird feeder! But 
things take a turn when a grey 
squirrel named Cruiser breaks 
into the birdfeed and takes all 
the birdseed for himself. 
Squirrel Power! Can Nature 
Cat and the gang build a bird 
feeder that Cruiser can't 
conquer and save their day of 
backyard bird watching? 
Onward and Pondward - 
Nature Cat and his pals meet 
a Little Duckling who's in a 
hurry to leave his pond home 
- for good! But why would a 
Duckling want to leave such a 
beautiful place? It's pond-
tastic! The truth is, the 
Duckling is scared of water! 
Water...why'd it have to be 
water? Maybe Nature Cat and 
the Duckling can try to 
overcome their fear of water 
together? Tally ho!  
12:30am Arthur  
Brain's Brain/Brain Sees 
Stars  
Brain's Easter egg hunts are 
notoriously hard. But this 
year's might prove impossible 
if Brain can't remember where 
he hid the final egg. To track 
down the missing memory, 
Brain, D.W., and Bud venture 
where no kid has gone 
before: Brain's brain! 
Educational Objective: Brain 
explores the inner workings of 
the brain. Crazy coincidences 
have prevented Brain from 
seeing a meteor shower in 

person. But this time, he's 
planned for everything. Will 
Brain finally satisfy his 
astronomical ambition...or is 
he cosmically cursed? 
Educational Objective: Arthur 
and friends realize that Brain 
always puts others' needs 
before his own, and resolve to 
help him accomplish a 
personal goal.  
8 Saturday  
8pm Elinor Wonders Why: 
A Wonderful Journey  
Elinor and her friends have a 
curious and fun adventure 
when they go camping with 
Ranger Rabbit to Hidden 
Lake, a place in the forest that 
they have never been to 
before. On their wonderful 
journey they bump into 
Bianca, an inventor and good 
friend of Ranger Rabbit who 
studies frogs. But on a hike to 
help Bianca observe them, 
the kids discover that the 
frogs seem to be missing from 
the lake. Why? It is up to 
Elinor, Bianca and her friends 
to solve the mystery of the 
missing frogs. Together, they 
discover the source of the 
problem: the lake is being 
dammed by sticks from a 
nearby road clearing project, 
causing the frogs to leave. By 
asking questions and getting 
inspiration from Nature, the 
team invents a new tool that 
looks like a frog's tongue to 
break loose the dam and save 
the frogs!!  
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 



 
Secret Museum  
I Am Jigonsaseh/I Am 
Sacagawea   
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
More Than All That 
Jazz/Swamp Pals  
"More Than All That Jazz" In 
New Orleans, musician 
Carmen learns about 
something new: Jazz 
improvisation "Swamp Pals" 
Leo travels to the Louisiana 
Bayou to meet his pen pal, 
who seems too exciting to be 
true.  
10pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am Jigonsaseh/I Am 
Sacagawea   
10:30pm Hero Elementary  
The Lake Mistake/Plant 
Problem  
On a warm day, the team 
takes a field trip to the lake. 
But, when a fellow super 
student accidentally freezes 
the entire lake, it's up to 
Sparks' Crew to find a way to 
restore the lake back to its 
original, liquid state. 
Curriculum: Matter can be 
solid or liquid depending on 
temperature; solid and liquid 
matter have different 
properties. / When a Turbo 
Grow ray zaps a plant, the 
plant grows out of control all 
over Citytown. Sparks' Crew 
comes to the rescue and 
learns about plant parts and 
what plants need to survive. 
Curriculum: Plants have 
stems, leaves, and roots 
which enable them to get the 

water and light they need in 
order to live.  
11pm Nature Cat  
Freezin' in the Summer 
Season/Total Eclipse of the 
Sun  
Get ready, gang, it's time for 
Nature Cat's annual Summer 
Fest - summer fun, the whole 
day long. Whoo hooo! First up 
is their Summer Fest 
Sprinkler Frolic, followed by 
Summer Fest Bike Ride and 
Summer Fest Kickball game. 
Nothing can ruin their 
wonderful Summer Fest, 
except for the super tall dark 
clouds approaching and the 
ominous cool breeze. Man oh 
man! A thunderstorm! But 
wait a tick, what is that stuff 
falling from the sky? It looks 
like snow, but it's bouncy. 
Snow in the summertime? 
Gimme some whaaaaat? / No 
one has ever seen Houston 
as excited as he is today. 
Know why? Because today 
there will be a total eclipse of 
the sun. Woo hoo! Raise the 
roof! Get this, the sun will be 
totally blocked out by the 
moon, so you won't be able to 
see it, and it will get dark in 
the middle of the day. The 
rest of the gang cannot wait to 
see the eclipse with Houston, 
except for Hal, who runs away 
to hide because he is scared. 
Hal?  
11:30pm Arthur  
Based on a True Story (Part 1 
& 2)  
There's a new kid in town: 

Ladonna Compson, the 
Louisiana native with the gift 
of gab. Ladonna charms 
Arthur and friends with her 
amazing "true" stories. But 
are her stories really fact...or 
fiction?  
12am Molly of Denali  
Fiddle of Nowhere/A Splash 
of Mink  
Oscar has dreamed about 
participating in Qyah's annual 
fiddle festival and becoming a 
champion fiddler like his idol, 
Finnegan King. This year, he 
is finally old enough to play, 
but he breaks an E string the 
morning of the event and 
there are no replacements to 
be found in town! His only 
hope is a snowshoe journey 
out to the cabin of Mr. Patak's 
mysterious customer, known 
only as "The Fiddler in the 
Woods," to borrow one. Will 
Molly, Oscar, and Mr. Patak 
make it to the Fiddler's cabin 
in time? / Molly and Trini can't 
wait to get their jig on at the 
Qyah Tribal Hall, but on the 
way, they run into an 
adorable, tiny mink that 
leaves them covered in a big, 
stinky smell. The duo tries tips 
from an online "cleaning 
expert," but nothing the site 
suggests works. Can they find 
an effective way to lose the 
mink stink, or will they have to 
sit this dance out?  
12:30am Odd Squad  
Dance Like Nobody Is 
Watching/Recipe for Disaster  
Dance Like Nobody is 



 
Watching - When the alarm 
system at Headquarters is 
triggered, Olive, Otto, Ms. O, 
and Oscar must avoid a 
series of booby traps in order 
to shut it off. Curriculum: 
Algebraic thinking; pattern 
recognition and extension. 
Recipe for Disaster - Olive 
and Otto explain to Ms. O 
how a case went wrong, each 
in their own way. Curriculum: 
Number operations; 
determining unknown number 
in an equation.  
9 Sunday  
8pm Elinor Wonders Why: 
A Wonderful Journey  
Elinor and her friends have a 
curious and fun adventure 
when they go camping with 
Ranger Rabbit to Hidden 
Lake, a place in the forest that 
they have never been to 
before. On their wonderful 
journey they bump into 
Bianca, an inventor and good 
friend of Ranger Rabbit who 
studies frogs. But on a hike to 
help Bianca observe them, 
the kids discover that the 
frogs seem to be missing from 
the lake. Why? It is up to 
Elinor, Bianca and her friends 
to solve the mystery of the 
missing frogs. Together, they 
discover the source of the 
problem: the lake is being 
dammed by sticks from a 
nearby road clearing project, 
causing the frogs to leave. By 
asking questions and getting 
inspiration from Nature, the 
team invents a new tool that 

looks like a frog's tongue to 
break loose the dam and save 
the frogs!!  
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am Jesse Owens/I Am Ella 
Fitzgerald   
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
Gaja's Birthday/Kabaddi Kid   
10pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am Jesse Owens/I Am Ella 
Fitzgerald   
10:30pm Hero Elementary  
AJ's Extra Superpower, Part 1 
/ AJ's Extra Superpower, Part 
2  
When a little girl's toys keep 
disappearing from her 
backyard, Sparks' Crew 
discovers the culprit is a 
neighbor's dog. How will they 
keep it out? AJ's Extra 
Superpower (his autism) is 
the key. Curriculum: 
Investigating can help you 
figure things out and solve 
problems. / The team heads 
to Citytown Hero Con. AJ is 
dressed as his hero, Jetman 
Jones, and is shocked to see 
that many people are also 
dressed like him. How will he 
find the real Jetman Jones in 
the crowd? Curriculum: Find 
the differences in similar 
things by observing and 
comparing.  
11pm Nature Cat  
Onward and Songward/Why 
Did the Turtle Cross the 
Road?   
11:30pm Arthur  
Brain's Brain/Brain Sees 

Stars  
Brain's Easter egg hunts are 
notoriously hard. But this 
year's might prove impossible 
if Brain can't remember where 
he hid the final egg. To track 
down the missing memory, 
Brain, D.W., and Bud venture 
where no kid has gone 
before: Brain's brain! 
Educational Objective: Brain 
explores the inner workings of 
the brain. Crazy coincidences 
have prevented Brain from 
seeing a meteor shower in 
person. But this time, he's 
planned for everything. Will 
Brain finally satisfy his 
astronomical ambition...or is 
he cosmically cursed? 
Educational Objective: Arthur 
and friends realize that Brain 
always puts others' needs 
before his own, and resolve to 
help him accomplish a 
personal goal.  
12am Molly of Denali  
Reading The Mud/Unsinkable 
Molly Mabray  
Reading the Mud When one 
of Connie's prized turkeys 
goes missing on Molly and 
Tooey's watch, it's up to them 
to track it down. Armed with a 
tracking guide, Molly and 
Tooey decipher tracks in the 
mud to locate the 
troublesome turkey and bring 
it home safely. Unsinkable 
Molly Mabray Inspired by 
Daniel's tall tales of sailing on 
the high seas, Molly, Tooey, 
and Trini decide to build their 
own sailboat and voyage to 



 
distant waters. They soon find 
that building a sea-worthy 
boat is a lot more complicated 
than it seems.  
12:30am Odd Squad  
The Voice/Problem Partners  
The Voice - A villain steals 
Ms. O's voice. Curriculum: 
Understanding wholes and 
halves. Problem Partners - 
The agents are called in to 
help when Ohlm and Orchid 
have problems working 
together. Curriculum: 
Rounding to the nearest 10; 
Odd and even numbers.  
10 Monday  
8pm Cyberchase  
Invasion of the Funky Flower  
Contestants from all over 
Cyberspace have come to 
Gardenia, a gorgeous garden 
cybersite ruled by the Queen 
Mum, for its annual flower-
growing contest. Hacker is 
sure his doofydill will win 
Tallest Flower, but when he 
loses to Inez and her 
happiolus, he is furious and 
plots a plant-based revenge. 
He flies off to a faraway site 
and brings back a funky 
flower - an invasive species! 
The funky flower emits a 
stinky odor that no one can 
handle - not even the Queen 
Mum. Worse, it also spreads 
quickly, steals water, hoards 
sunlight and crowds out all 
the native plants! The 
CyberSquad races against 
time to find ways to stop the 
funky flower. Can they rescue 
Gardenia before it - and 

Hacker - take over for good?  
8:30pm Hero Elementary  
Where's Fur Blur? / The Blob  
Our heroes can't find Fur Blur. 
Sparks' Crew uses their 5 
senses to track her 
throughout the school. 
Curriculum: Humans have five 
senses they use to gather 
information about the world 
around them. They can use 
that information to solve 
problems. / A giant, 
mysterious blob is invading 
the hallways and classrooms, 
causing chaos. Sparks' Crew 
needs to identify the 
properties of The Blob in 
order to stop it and save the 
day. Curriculum: Identifying 
the properties of a material 
can help give clues to what it 
is.  
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am Fred Rogers   
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
Give Me A Sign/Hip Life   
10pm Rosie's Rules  
The Doggie Detectives/A 
House for Gatita  
While delivering popcorn in 
Maya's apartment building, 
Rosie, Crystal and Mom find a 
lost dog toy, so they become 
doggie detectives to find its 
owner./Rosie builds a 
cardboard house for Gatita so 
she can have a peaceful nap.  
10:30pm Alma's Way  
Do The Waltzango/Big 
Brother Bootcamp   
11pm Alma's Way  
No-Go Mofongo/Alma Vs. 

Eddie  
Mami whips up some 
mofongo for the family 
cookout using an old recipe 
from Alma's great-
grandmother. But when Alma 
sneaks a taste, she realizes 
it's a "no-go" and tries to fix it 
by herself since Mami is so 
busy. Too bad she made it 
worse. Can Alma fix the 
mofongo in time for dinner? 
The City Seagulls are playing 
the Sweat Sox. That means 
it's time for rival baseball fans, 
Papi and Abuelo, to prank 
each other all day! Alma and 
Eddie think the pranks are hi-
lar-i-ous and decide to play 
some of their own on each 
other. At first, they're both 
having fun, but after a while, 
Eddie doesn't look like he's 
enjoying himself as much as 
Alma. What gives?  
11:30pm Nature Cat  
Secrets of the Old Prairie/A 
Sticky Sweet Tree Treat   
12am Nature Cat  
Slime Time/Rock Stars  
Slime Time - Nature Cat can't 
wait to play with his favorite 
yarn ball! But when he goes 
to take it out of its super 
secret hiding spot? ...it's 
gone?! Where could it be? 
The gang sets out to find the 
culprit and rescue Nature 
Cat's favorite toy. Along they 
way they find help from an 
unlikely slimey source. 
Onward and Yarnward! Rock 
Stars - Squeeks can't wait to 
show off her favorite rock at 



 
her Rock Stars meeting. She 
thinks she has a good chance 
to become The Rock Star of 
the Month! But things don't go 
as planned when Hal 
mistakes Squeeks' rock for a 
ball, causing the rock to roll 
away. Get that rock!  
12:30am Arthur  
When Rivals Came to 
Roost/The Longest Eleven 
Minutes  
When Mighty Mountain's 
school building gets flooded, 
the Lakewood Elementary 
students have to share 
everything with them: their 
classroom, their cafeteria 
food, and even their science 
fair secrets! / The Internet is 
out! How will Muffy post to her 
blog?! How will Buster 
research aliens?! Uh oh, 
looks like the gang will be 
stuck with the most boring 
day ever.  
11 Tuesday  
8pm Cyberchase  
Pursuit of the Prism of Power  
Hacker has stolen the Prism 
of Power--a vital piece of 
Motherboard's Operating 
System! Over the trees of 
Jungolia, the CyberSquad is 
in hot pursuit, when suddenly, 
a gust of wind sends 
everyone careening across 
the lush cybersite. Facing 
monsters, canyons, and cliffs, 
Digit and the kids must form 
unlikely alliances with Hacker, 
Buzz, and Delete as they 
pursue the Prism. Along the 
way, they notice how life on 

Jungolia is well suited to the 
surroundings--creatures blend 
into mud with camouflage, 
burrs cling to moss with hooks 
on their exterior, and sure-
footed goats easily amble up 
the steepest peaks. Perhaps 
these features are just the 
creative inspiration the kids 
need. Can the CyberSquad 
adapt to the challenge? And 
who will be the first to reach 
the Prism of Power?  
8:30pm Hero Elementary  
Hail Caesar / Picture Perfect  
When a hailstorm causes 
damage around Citytown, 
Sparks' Crew calls upon the 
famous hero, Hail Caesar, to 
help them understand more 
about hail. Curriculum: 
Severe weather, such as a 
hailstorm, is different from 
typical weather. / It's Picture 
Day at Hero Elementary, and 
Sparks' Crew is determined to 
stay clean. But, their mission 
involves rescuing someone 
whose scooter is stuck in a 
giant mud puddle. How can 
they help without getting 
dirty? Curriculum: A pulley 
lets a person pull downward 
to lift something up.  
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am James Naismith/I Am 
Temple Grandin   
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
Hola Mariachi/Loco for Cocoa  
In Mexico City, the Circo 
orchestra gets a bad case of 
the hiccups, so Carmen finds 
a Mariachi band to fill in, 

causing Luna to break into 
wild dancing! / In Mexico City, 
Leo, Carmen, and Andy help 
return a lost cocoa bean to a 
friend's mother.  
10pm Rosie's Rules  
Rosie Rocks Mariachi/Rosie 
Canta Un Corrido  
105A Papa and Tia's Mariachi 
band is performing, but when 
a player can't come, Rosie 
jumps in to help. 105B Rosie 
wants to sing a corrido for the 
family talent show, but she 
struggles to find inspiration.  
10:30pm Alma's Way  
All About Alma/Alma's 
Playdate  
When Alma is consumed with 
her starring role in a musical, 
she doesn't understand why 
her friends aren't happy for 
her. / Alma helps Harper feel 
at home during a playdate at 
the Rivera house.  
11pm Alma's Way  
Alma's Nochebuena/Three 
Kings Day Do-Over  
It's Alma's favorite holiday, 
Noche Buena (or Christmas 
Eve), and she can't wait to 
celebrate her family's yearly 
traditions. But when the 
traditions go wrong, Alma 
feels disappointed. Can she 
still have a fun Noche Buena 
when things are so different? 
When Alma finds the 
Christmas gift she gave 
Junior is still under the tree, 
she decides to skip playtime 
with her brother and make 
him a do-over gift before the 
big Three Kings Day parade. 



 
But Junior isn't thrilled.  
11:30pm Nature Cat  
Agents of the Great 
Outdoors/The Nature-tastic 
Four   
12am Nature Cat  
Gimme Shelter/Goin' Batty  
Gimme Shelter - The gang 
cannot wait to get to Lookout 
Point, the premiere spot to 
watch sunsets! It's supposed 
to be beautiful and colorful! 
They run on, nothing can stop 
them now! Uh oh, spoke to 
soon! A change in the 
weather does stop them, as it 
gets really cloudy and windy! 
Squeeks thinks it's going to 
rain! Can the gang find shelter 
before the dastardly 
downpour? Tally ho! Goin' 
Batty - Nature Cat can't wait 
to get to Cocono Cave! At 
dusk the bats fly out all 
together into the early 
evening sky! It's supposed to 
be an amazing nature sight! 
But getting there proves to be 
a big problem for Nature Cat, 
who has a series of mishaps, 
leaving him to question his 
love of nature. Gasp! Oh no, 
say it isn't so!  
12:30am Arthur  
Baseball Blues/Brain's 
Biggest Blunder  
Baseball Blues - It's 
Grebelings season and 
George can't wait to play! 
After all, no one knows more 
about baseball than George. 
But when he realizes 
knowledge of sinkers doesn't 
guarantee success in the 

field, will he throw in the 
towel? Brain's Biggest 
Blunder - When Brain gets 
teamed with Buster and Binky 
in the annual Arithmattack 
competition, he immediately 
enrolls Buster in binomial boot 
camp. Can Brain transform 
Buster into a mathematic 
marvel? Or will he be forced 
to eat humble pi?  
12 Wednesday  
8pm Cyberchase  
A Garden Is Born   
8:30pm Hero Elementary  
Going to Pieces / Forces of 
Nature  
When a piece of a statue 
breaks off, Sparks' Crew tries 
to find it in time for the 
statue's unveiling ceremony. 
But, the missing piece is 
made of a special material 
that makes it very hard to 
catch. Curriculum: When a 
substance is broken into 
pieces, each piece is still 
made up of the same material 
and has the same properties. 
/ Sparks' Crew tries to find an 
invention that Dr. Inventorman 
buried underground years 
ago. The secret spot is 
marked on an old photograph, 
but when they get to the 
location, they see that much 
has changed over time. 
Curriculum: The look of the 
landscape can change both 
slowly and quickly due to 
earth events such as moving 
water and landslides.  
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  

I Am Winston Churchill/I Am 
Cleopatra  
I am Winston Churchill Brad is 
excited to join a small group 
of boys building a castle in the 
KidZone, but his enthusiasm 
quickly disappears when they 
refuse to listen to any of his 
ideas. Brad knows he could 
help make their castle 
amazing, if only they'd listen. 
To the Secret Museum! Our 
heroes go back in time to 
meet someone who knew 
exactly how to command 
attention: Winston Churchill. 
They meet Winston just as 
he's about to play a game of 
capture the flag with his new 
schoolmates, but none of 
them want to listen to his 
ideas on how to play the 
game! Knowing he could lead 
his team to victory, Winston 
keeps on sharing his ideas, 
confidently and politely, until 
the boys finally listen. Their 
big win shows Brad how 
important it is to speak up for 
yourself. I am Cleopatra 
Xavier is stoked to see a 
super awesome super moon 
in real life! There's just one 
problem: he'd have to stay up 
past bedtime. How can he ask 
his parents? What if they say 
no? To the Secret Museum! 
Our heroes go back in time to 
meet someone who was 
skilled at the art of 
negotiation: Cleopatra. They 
arrive in Ancient Egypt and 
find Cleopatra just as she's 
preparing to ask her father a 



 
big question of her own: she 
wants to end her daily lessons 
a full hour early so she can 
attend a festival in town. 
Luckily, Cleopatra knows 
exactly how to ask! You have 
to be prepared, confident, and 
polite. Seeing how well 
Cleopatra's strategy works 
shows Xavier how important it 
is to ask for things the right 
way.  
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
Muddy Miracle/Fabuloso's 
New Clothes   
10pm Rosie's Rules  
Rosie Gets Moving/The Flying 
Disc Dilemma  
108A When Tia forgets her 
lucky spoon, Rosie, Javi and 
PapÃ¡ use different kinds of 
transportation to get it to her 
before her train leaves. 108B 
When Crystal's flying disc 
gets stuck in a tree, Rosie 
learns that just the right kind 
of transportation can get it 
down.  
10:30pm Alma's Way  
Alma's Best Friend/Steggie 
Gets Lost   
11pm Alma's Way  
Cardboard Club/Alma Clues 
In  
Frankie Four Feet is getting 
rid of a giant cardboard box, 
and Alma knows just what her 
friends will do with it: turn it 
into a clubhouse! But when 
they're done decorating and 
try to pile inside, they don't fit! 
Can Alma think of a way for 
all of her friends to be 
included in the clubhouse 

fun? It's a hot day in the 
Bronx, and Andre and Rafia 
can't wait to get to the park to 
split a sweet, icy piragua. 
When Alma arrives at the 
park, the piragua is gone, and 
her friends are angry at each 
other for allegedly eating it! 
Can Alma find clues to help 
her solve the case?  
11:30pm Nature Cat  
Rock Clues/Sweet Scent   
12am Nature Cat  
The Legend of Gold 
Gardens/Winter Dance Party  
The Legend of Gold Gardens 
- Nature Cat and the gang 
uncover a map to The 
Gardens of Gold! Some say 
it's just a neighborhood 
legend, others say, it's 
"Sparkly gold as far as eyes 
can see, endless riches for 
you and me." There's only 
one way to find out the truth! 
Time for an adventure! But 
the adventure won't be easy, 
the way to The Gardens of 
Gold looks physically 
challenging there are a lot of 
tough obstacles. Will the gang 
make it to the treasure? Or 
will the Wall of Tall stand in 
their way? Tally ho! Winter 
Dance Party - Today is the 
Winter Solstice! It's the 
shortest day of the year! 
Daisy's family always 
celebrates the return of longer 
days with the Winter Solstice 
Dance Party, but there's one 
slight problem. Daisy forgot to 
get ready for the party and 
there's so much to do and so 

little time to do it! Will Daisy 
get the party ready for the 
Bunny Family to celebrate the 
Winter Solstice?!  
12:30am Arthur  
Arthur Goes Crosswire/Sue 
Ellen and the Brainasaurous  
Since they rescued Wilbur 
Rabbit (the guy who plays 
Bionic Bunny on TV!), Arthur 
and Muffy have been 
inseparable. Arthur figures it's 
best that "Friends of Wilbur" 
stick together. But the rest of 
their friends are growing tired 
of the new Arthur. Can he be 
"de-Muffified?" In the second 
story, Brain's a great partner 
for a school assignment--
unless you want to work on it, 
too! When he's paired up with 
Sue Ellen for a team project, 
she expects to be a team 
player. Can Brain tolerate 
anyone else messing with his 
perfect A?  
13 Thursday  
8pm Cyberchase  
Team Spirit  
Interest is lagging in the 
annual Mount Olympus 
Games, attendance is 
sagging, and Zeus is not 
happy. How can he restore 
the spirit of competition? With 
lightning bolt speed, he pits 
Team Motherboard, coached 
by Digit, against Team 
Hacker, coached by Wicked, 
The teams have to compete 
in the Triadditon, a relay-type 
race made up of an obstacle 
course, a swim race, and a 
foot race where each 



 
competitor does one event 
and tags their teammate to do 
the next. Bragging rights and 
hero worship go to the 
winners. But Wicked and Digit 
have their hands full when 
Hacker and Matt both insist 
on running the final event so 
that they can claim Zeus's 
glory. How can the kids 
convince Matt to let go of his 
personal pride - and rivalry 
with Slider who subs for the 
injured Jackie-for the good of 
the team?  
8:30pm Hero Elementary  
Toadal Confusion / Hero 
Hideaway  
When toads take over a new 
skate park, Sparks' Crew has 
to help the toads get to their 
natural habitat. They try out 
different materials to build a 
bridge that the toads can use 
to get home. Curriculum: 
Different properties of 
materials make them suited to 
different purposes. / AJ tries 
to make a hero clubhouse out 
of cardboard boxes, but it 
keeps falling down. Is there a 
better way to build it so it will 
stay up? Curriculum: A 
structure needs to be stable in 
order to remain upright. Size, 
shape, and placement can 
affect the stability of a 
structure.  
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am Julia Child/I Am Neil 
Armstrong   
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
What's The Big Idea?/Day of 

the Dead  
In Mexico City, Andy 
desperately wants to find a 
big surface to paint on and 
learns about murals in the 
process. / In Carmen's home 
town of Mexico City, she is 
asked to perform at the Day 
of the Dead festival and must 
overcome her fear of 
skeletons.  
10pm Rosie's Rules  
An Anniversary 
Tradition/Chiles En Nogada 
Day  
Rosie, Crystal and Iggy try to 
recreate Mom and Pap's 
beach anniversary tradition at 
home./It's Chiles en Nogada 
Day, but when Papa loses the 
recipe, it's up to Rosie to 
figure out who else might 
have it.  
10:30pm Alma's Way  
Howard Flies The 
Coop/Supper Surprise  
When Howard discovers he's 
afraid of pigeons, Alma and 
her friends try to help him get 
over it. When Alma is invited 
to have dinner with Andre and 
his dad, she feels nervous 
about what "mystery dish" 
they're going to serve.  
11pm Alma's Way  
Chacho Gets A 
Bath/Frankie's Four Feet   
11:30pm Nature Cat  
The Leaf Fairy/Midge Over 
Troubled Water   
12am Nature Cat  
Niagara Falls/Nature Plant   
12:30am Arthur  
Buster's Book Battle/on the 

Buster Scale  
Buster's Book Battle - 
Lakewood Elementary has 
just instituted IRP; a program 
where kids can earn points 
(and prizes!) for reading. 
Buster's thrilled and gets to 
work straight away! But will he 
earn enough points for a 
skateboard? On the Buster 
Scale - Buster and Brain 
never agree on movies. 
Buster rates every film a 10+, 
while Brain doesn't seem to 
like anything... Only one of 
them can be right...or so they 
think.  
14 Friday  
8pm Peg and Cat Save The 
World  
The whole world has a 
REALLY BIG PROBLEM! 
When a mysterious, gigantic 
blob is spotted soaring 
towards Earth, the President 
of the United States calls in 
the nation's greatest problem 
solvers: Peg and Cat. With 
the help of incredible top-
secret devices, Peg and Cat 
work tirelessly to figure out 
what's up in outer space. 
Circling the globe, Peg and 
Cat assemble a cast of 
hundreds to help them solve 
the problem and SAVE THE 
WORLD!  
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am Zora Neale Hurston/I Am 
Charles Dickens  
I am Zora Neale Hurston 
Xavier and Yadina are eager 
to read a new comic Brad has 



 
written, but Brad isn't so sure 
he can share this particular 
story - it's very personal. 
What should he do? To the 
Secret Museum! Our heroes 
are sent back in time to meet 
an exceptional storyteller: 
Zora Neale Hurston. We meet 
Zora as she enjoys listening 
to the tall tales being told on 
the porch of her corner store, 
before launching into a few 
tales of her own. Listening to 
Zora tell her own personal 
stories, and watching her light 
up as she does, helps Brad to 
feel more comfortable with the 
idea of sharing his own story 
with his best friends. Because 
stories are best when you 
share them with others. I am 
Charles Dickens Yadina is left 
feeling bored on a rainy day 
after she's already played 
with ALL her toys - there's 
nothing left to have fun with. 
With no new toys to play with, 
there's only one thing left to 
do... To the Secret Museum! 
Our heroes are sent back in 
time to meet someone who 
was seldom bored: Charles 
Dickens. After a playdate with 
a young Charles, which 
involves zero toys but oodles 
of fun as they jump over 
"shark infested waters" and 
swim with a funny octopus 
named Fanny, Yadina 
realizes that she doesn't need 
anything new to play with, 
because her imagination can 
make everything more fun.  
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  

It Takes Leo to Tango/Siesta 
Is Besta   
10pm Rosie's Rules  
Royal Rosie/Rosies No-
Strawberry Stand  
107A The Purple Knight is 
coming to Mom's bookstore, 
but Rosie isn't sure how to 
help Mom set up. 107B Rosie 
and Javi make a strawberry 
horchata stand, but they don't 
have strawberries. They go to 
the store where Rosie learns 
how stores get food.  
10:30pm Alma's Way  
Alma On Ice/Junior's Lost 
Tooth  
It's Rafia's first time ice 
skating, and Alma is sure 
she'll find it easy since she's 
so good at sports. When 
Rafia has trouble on the ice, 
Alma must find a way to help 
her friend learn without 
making her feel self-
conscious. When Junior loses 
his first tooth, Alma tries 
everything to cheer him up. 
But with Junior still bummed 
out after she gives him all his 
favorite things, Alma realizes 
that the one thing she can do 
to make him happy is to help 
him find it.  
11pm Alma's Way  
Community Campout/Leaf It 
to Alma   
11:30pm Nature Cat  
Runaway Pumpkin/Lady Bug 
Tough  
Runaway Pumpkin - Daisy 
has grown the biggest, most 
beautiful pumpkin and wants 
to get it to the Halloween 

Party. But getting this huge 
pumpkin there is easier said 
than done. Travel trouble isn't 
the only problem; their biggest 
challenge ends up being what 
to do with the pumpkins after 
Halloween. Lady Bug Tough - 
Uh oh, there is big trouble in 
Daisy's rose garden! The rose 
bushes should bloom into 
gorgeous, colorful roses but 
they're not, and it's all 
because of these tiny little 
aphids that are eating the 
leaves and damaging the 
roses! Noooooo! How do they 
stop them? Daisy calls in the 
expert - Granny Bunny - who 
says they need to find some 
tiny beetles called ladybugs. 
That should do the trick!  
12am Nature Cat  
Spring Hunter 3000/The Case 
of the Missing Moon  
Spring Hunter 3000 - Spring 
has sprung! And it's now time 
for Daisy's favorite online 
game: Spring Hunter 3000! 
The goal of the game is to try 
and find as many signs of 
spring as possible: birds, 
flowers, you name it. The 
more you find, the more 
points you get. And whoever 
gets the most points is 
deemed the Queen or King of 
spring! Oh yeah! Oh yeah! 
The Case of the Missing 
Moon - Hal is so so so sad! 
When he went to howl at the 
moon, like he does every 
night, the moon was? gone! 
But that's impossible! How 
does a moon just disappear? 



 
There has to be a logical 
explanation, right? Can 
Nature Cat and his pals find 
the missing moon? Or will 
Hal's nightly howls come to 
an end for good?  
12:30am Arthur  
When Carl Met George / D.W. 
Swims with the Fishes  
When Carl Met George - 
George is excited about 
spending time with his new 
friend, Carl, who seems to 
know all kind of cool facts 
about trains and about... well 
lots of things! Then George 
learns that Carl has 
Asperger's Syndrome - a form 
of autism that makes Carl see 
the world differently than most 
people. Can George and Carl 
remain good friends - and 
perhaps even learn from each 
other? DW Swims with the 
Fishes - D.W. and James 
enter the pre-school swim 
meet and recruit their big 
siblings to coach them. All 
goes swimmingly until Arthur 
and Molly start taking their 
jobs a little too seriously. 
Who's this race about, 
anyway?  
15 Saturday  
8pm Peg and Cat Save The 
World  
The whole world has a 
REALLY BIG PROBLEM! 
When a mysterious, gigantic 
blob is spotted soaring 
towards Earth, the President 
of the United States calls in 
the nation's greatest problem 
solvers: Peg and Cat. With 

the help of incredible top-
secret devices, Peg and Cat 
work tirelessly to figure out 
what's up in outer space. 
Circling the globe, Peg and 
Cat assemble a cast of 
hundreds to help them solve 
the problem and SAVE THE 
WORLD!  
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am James Naismith/I Am 
Temple Grandin   
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
Muddy Miracle/Fabuloso's 
New Clothes   
10pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am James Naismith/I Am 
Temple Grandin   
10:30pm Hero Elementary  
Where's Fur Blur? / The Blob  
Our heroes can't find Fur Blur. 
Sparks' Crew uses their 5 
senses to track her 
throughout the school. 
Curriculum: Humans have five 
senses they use to gather 
information about the world 
around them. They can use 
that information to solve 
problems. / A giant, 
mysterious blob is invading 
the hallways and classrooms, 
causing chaos. Sparks' Crew 
needs to identify the 
properties of The Blob in 
order to stop it and save the 
day. Curriculum: Identifying 
the properties of a material 
can help give clues to what it 
is.  
11pm Nature Cat  
Agents of the Great 

Outdoors/The Nature-tastic 
Four   
11:30pm Arthur  
Mr. Ratburn and the Special 
Someone/The Feud  
Mr. Ratburn is getting 
married! Arthur and the gang 
can't believe it. Teachers 
don't have lives outside of 
school, do they? / Arthur and 
Buster get into an argument 
over a video game and pretty 
soon the entire third grade 
class chooses sides. Will it be 
Team Arthur versus Team 
Buster forever?  
12am Molly of Denali  
Fili-Bascan Chefs/Ladybug 
Sleepover   
12:30am Odd Squad  
Puppet Show/Mystic Egg 
Pizza  
Puppet Show - Olive and Otto 
have to crack a case in which 
a group of people have been 
turned into puppets. 
Curriculum: Measurement; 
telling time and ordering 
events. Mystic Egg Pizza - 
With the help of Odd Squad, 
Delivery Debbie and Delivery 
Doug must figure out why 
their food is disappearing. 
Curriculum: Number 
operations; beginning 
understanding of fraction.  
16 Sunday  
8pm Peg and Cat Save The 
World  
The whole world has a 
REALLY BIG PROBLEM! 
When a mysterious, gigantic 
blob is spotted soaring 
towards Earth, the President 



 
of the United States calls in 
the nation's greatest problem 
solvers: Peg and Cat. With 
the help of incredible top-
secret devices, Peg and Cat 
work tirelessly to figure out 
what's up in outer space. 
Circling the globe, Peg and 
Cat assemble a cast of 
hundreds to help them solve 
the problem and SAVE THE 
WORLD!  
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am Winston Churchill/I Am 
Cleopatra  
I am Winston Churchill Brad is 
excited to join a small group 
of boys building a castle in the 
KidZone, but his enthusiasm 
quickly disappears when they 
refuse to listen to any of his 
ideas. Brad knows he could 
help make their castle 
amazing, if only they'd listen. 
To the Secret Museum! Our 
heroes go back in time to 
meet someone who knew 
exactly how to command 
attention: Winston Churchill. 
They meet Winston just as 
he's about to play a game of 
capture the flag with his new 
schoolmates, but none of 
them want to listen to his 
ideas on how to play the 
game! Knowing he could lead 
his team to victory, Winston 
keeps on sharing his ideas, 
confidently and politely, until 
the boys finally listen. Their 
big win shows Brad how 
important it is to speak up for 
yourself. I am Cleopatra 

Xavier is stoked to see a 
super awesome super moon 
in real life! There's just one 
problem: he'd have to stay up 
past bedtime. How can he ask 
his parents? What if they say 
no? To the Secret Museum! 
Our heroes go back in time to 
meet someone who was 
skilled at the art of 
negotiation: Cleopatra. They 
arrive in Ancient Egypt and 
find Cleopatra just as she's 
preparing to ask her father a 
big question of her own: she 
wants to end her daily lessons 
a full hour early so she can 
attend a festival in town. 
Luckily, Cleopatra knows 
exactly how to ask! You have 
to be prepared, confident, and 
polite. Seeing how well 
Cleopatra's strategy works 
shows Xavier how important it 
is to ask for things the right 
way.  
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
What's The Big Idea?/Day of 
the Dead  
In Mexico City, Andy 
desperately wants to find a 
big surface to paint on and 
learns about murals in the 
process. / In Carmen's home 
town of Mexico City, she is 
asked to perform at the Day 
of the Dead festival and must 
overcome her fear of 
skeletons.  
10pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am Winston Churchill/I Am 
Cleopatra  
I am Winston Churchill Brad is 

excited to join a small group 
of boys building a castle in the 
KidZone, but his enthusiasm 
quickly disappears when they 
refuse to listen to any of his 
ideas. Brad knows he could 
help make their castle 
amazing, if only they'd listen. 
To the Secret Museum! Our 
heroes go back in time to 
meet someone who knew 
exactly how to command 
attention: Winston Churchill. 
They meet Winston just as 
he's about to play a game of 
capture the flag with his new 
schoolmates, but none of 
them want to listen to his 
ideas on how to play the 
game! Knowing he could lead 
his team to victory, Winston 
keeps on sharing his ideas, 
confidently and politely, until 
the boys finally listen. Their 
big win shows Brad how 
important it is to speak up for 
yourself. I am Cleopatra 
Xavier is stoked to see a 
super awesome super moon 
in real life! There's just one 
problem: he'd have to stay up 
past bedtime. How can he ask 
his parents? What if they say 
no? To the Secret Museum! 
Our heroes go back in time to 
meet someone who was 
skilled at the art of 
negotiation: Cleopatra. They 
arrive in Ancient Egypt and 
find Cleopatra just as she's 
preparing to ask her father a 
big question of her own: she 
wants to end her daily lessons 
a full hour early so she can 



 
attend a festival in town. 
Luckily, Cleopatra knows 
exactly how to ask! You have 
to be prepared, confident, and 
polite. Seeing how well 
Cleopatra's strategy works 
shows Xavier how important it 
is to ask for things the right 
way.  
10:30pm Hero Elementary  
Going to Pieces / Forces of 
Nature  
When a piece of a statue 
breaks off, Sparks' Crew tries 
to find it in time for the 
statue's unveiling ceremony. 
But, the missing piece is 
made of a special material 
that makes it very hard to 
catch. Curriculum: When a 
substance is broken into 
pieces, each piece is still 
made up of the same material 
and has the same properties. 
/ Sparks' Crew tries to find an 
invention that Dr. Inventorman 
buried underground years 
ago. The secret spot is 
marked on an old photograph, 
but when they get to the 
location, they see that much 
has changed over time. 
Curriculum: The look of the 
landscape can change both 
slowly and quickly due to 
earth events such as moving 
water and landslides.  
11pm Nature Cat  
Niagara Falls/Nature Plant   
11:30pm Arthur  
Fern And The Case Of The 
Stolen Story/sue Ellen 
Vegges Out  
Fern and the Case of the 

Stolen Story - The 
unthinkable has happened! 
Fern has writer's block! 
Fortunately, Ladonna's full of 
stories. Faced with a tight 
deadline, Fern decides to 
"borrow" the tales and simply 
change the names. Has Fern 
confused write and wrong? 
Sue Ellen Vegges Out - When 
Sue Ellen decides to stop 
eating meat, Muffy and 
Francine compete to be the 
best vegetarian. Can they 
successfully resist meat? Or 
was this a missed steak?  
12am Molly of Denali  
Sea Lion Crooks and Halibut 
Hooks/Nature's Medicine   
12:30am Odd Squad  
Xs and Os/Dr. O No   
17 Monday  
8pm Cyberchase  
Living In Disharmony   
8:30pm Hero Elementary  
Search and Rescue / Secret 
Lives of Teachers  
Sparks' Crew is on a training 
mission to find their 
schoolmates, Petie Heat and 
Freeze Louise, who are hiding 
somewhere in Citytown. The 
team follows hot and cold 
clues to lead them to find their 
friends. Curriculum: Heating 
or cooling a substance may 
cause changes that can be 
observed. / The kids are 
shocked to see their teacher, 
Mr. Sparks, on the weekend, 
outside of school. But, when 
Mr. Sparks loses an important 
package, our heroes have to 
save the day without the use 

of the superhero technology 
they usually have with them 
on school days. Curriculum: 
When current technology is 
not available, there are other 
ways to solve problems.  
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am Confucius/I Am 
Sacagawea   
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
Shake, Rattle and Roll/Love 
and Harmony   
10pm Rosie's Rules  
Movie Night/Rosies Seashell 
Museum  
109A It's family movie night, 
and Rosie wants Javi's 
popcorn, so she tries to find 
the perfect trade. 109B Rosie 
is making a seashell museum 
at the beach, but she needs 
to find a service to trade for 
Crystal's purple seashell.  
10:30pm Alma's Way  
Alma's Showstopper/Ultimate 
Helper  
Alma, Rafia, and Andre want 
to perform at open mic night, 
and with Lucas' sa-weet 
singing skills, Alma's sure 
their performance will be a hit! 
But when Lucas gets cold feet 
before the big night, Alma has 
to find a way to help him get 
over his nervousness. When 
Alma sees Safina's picture on 
the vet clinic's wall, she is 
determined to win the title of 
Ultimate Helper of the Week 
herself. But when her good 
deeds go wrong, Alma has to 
think about what it really 
means to help others.  



 
11pm Alma's Way  
Coqui Quest/Chalk The Block  
It's one of those days where 
there's nothing to do, and the 
kids are looking for an activity. 
Inspired by Papi's story about 
how he used to look for 
coqu's in Puerto Rico, Alma 
and friends search the park 
for the tiny frogs. But how fun 
can a game be when you're 
looking for something that;s 
pretend? Andre has drawn a 
chalk art mural on the 
sidewalk from his building all 
the way to Alma;s house. He 
calls it "Chalk the Block," and 
everyone is invited to come 
see it. But a heavy rainstorm 
washes his hard work away! 
Can Alma find a way to help 
Andre re-do his art before 
everyone arrives?  
11:30pm Nature Cat  
The Legend of Cowboy 
Kitty/The Corn Conundrum  
Quentin Bearantino needs a 
desert background for his 
latest movie starring Nature 
Cat. Can the gang find the 
perfect cactus? / Nature Cat 
and the gang head to Hugo's 
farm, only to find that it's 
barren. Can they bring some 
life back to it?  
12am Nature Cat  
The Shell Game/Heron Food 
Blues  
The Shell Game - Nature Cat 
and his pals are ready to play 
Ronald in their five-player 
volleyball championship 
match of the world! They've 
been practicing all week and 

are so ready! There's only 
one problem: their fifth player, 
Herbert the Hermit Crab, is 
having a little shell trouble. 
His shell doesn't fit anymore 
and he can't play volleyball 
without one. Can Nature Cat 
and the gang find the perfect 
shell to protect Herbert's little 
crabby belly in time for the 
game? Or will they be forced 
to forfeit, making Ronald the 
champion? Heron Food Blues 
- It's the annual Net-A-Fish-
And-Toss-It-Back-A-Thon 
over at the pond! But 
something's not right - Nature 
Cat and his pals have netted 
exactly...no fish. Last year 
there were so many fish they 
couldn't net 'em fast enough. 
Where did all the fish go? The 
answer comes from an 
unlikely source - Flo the 
Heron, who lives at the pond 
and hasn't had a good fish 
dinner in days. Nature Cat will 
do whatever it takes to find 
some fish for Flo. Onward and 
fishward!  
12:30am Arthur  
Muffy's Car Campaign/Truth 
Or Poll  
Francine rallies the troops 
around a petition to help 
Lakewood Elementary protect 
the environment. Muffy wants 
to support her friends, but 
worries that their plans could 
put Crosswire Motors out of 
business. / Binky is convinced 
Mr. Ratburn's latest math test 
was too hard, so Brain 
suggests he conduct a poll to 

find out what the rest of the 
class thinks. There's a 100 
percent chance that these 
polls will cause more trouble 
than Binky had accounted for.  
18 Tuesday  
8pm Cyberchase  
Sustainable By Design   
8:30pm Hero Elementary  
Super Summertime / Snowy 
Journey  
AJ wants to do all the 
activities on his super fun list, 
but it's summertime and 
everything on his list is a 
winter activity. Sparks' Crew 
works together to devise 
solutions for adapting to the 
seasonal changes. 
Curriculum: Humans devise 
solutions for adapting to 
seasonal changes. / On a 
cold winter morning, Fur Blur 
isn't her usual self: she keeps 
sleeping. Sparks' Crew takes 
her to see Benny's 
grandfather, a veterinarian. 
But, it's a challenge to get 
there through the snow. 
Curriculum: Seasonal 
changes require us to change 
the way we do things. 
Animals can adapt to the 
winter in their own ways, such 
as hibernation.  
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am Mark Twain/I Am Abigail 
Adams   
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
Bob The Plant/Aren't We A 
Pair?  
In Cairo, Leo's plant "Bob" 
isn't doing well. Leo must find 



 
out what's wrong and save 
Bob! / When Carmen chases 
after her hamster in Cairo, 
she makes friends with a girl 
who helps her see that Egypt 
is not as ancient or unfamiliar 
as she thought.  
10pm Rosie's Rules  
Lights Out Rosie/Rosie Goes 
Camping  
110A Because of a power 
outage, Rosie and Javi can't 
watch their movie, so they 
learn how people did things 
before there was electricity. 
110B The Fuentes family 
goes camping, but when they 
forget their tools, Rosie learns 
to use tools from nature.  
10:30pm Alma's Way  
Alma's New Kicks/Star Ball   
11pm Alma's Way  
Basketball Birds/Looking for 
Litter  
When Alma and Rafia find a 
bird's nest in the park's 
basketball hoop, they recruit 
their friends to help keep it 
safe. But when it's time to go 
home, Alma tries to think of a 
way to protect the nest, even 
when her friends aren't 
around. After cleaning up the 
playground, Alma, her family, 
and friends are surprised to 
find it full of litter again the 
next day! Alma and her 
friends go undercover and 
follow the litter clues to find 
out where the trash is coming 
from.  
11:30pm Nature Cat  
Window Worries/The 
Pinecone Genie  

Oh no! Brooks the bird flew 
into Sadie's window! Can the 
crew help him and other 
migrating birds fly safer? / 
Wolves are ruining the gang's 
day at the park, so Nature Cat 
wishes them away. Mystical! 
Can the gang finally get some 
peace?  
12am Nature Cat  
Nature Dance Party/Bad Dog 
Bart Jr.   
12:30am Arthur  
Carls Concerto/Too Much of a 
Good Thing  
Carl has agreed to play the 
accordion for George's 
puppet show. But his routines 
are getting in the way of 
rehearsals. Now George must 
decide: keep Carl and risk the 
show, or replace Carl and risk 
his friendship? Educational 
Objective: George learns that, 
even though Carl has autism, 
he can still be relied upon to 
make a creative contribution. 
Buster enlists Binky's help to 
keep him from gorging on 
delicious Tuvaluna cookies. 
Will Buster's self-control 
hold...or crumble? 
Educational Objective: Buster 
learns the importance of self-
control.  
19 Wednesday  
8pm Cyberchase  
Coral Grief   
8:30pm Hero Elementary  
AJ's Extra Superpower, Part 1 
/ AJ's Extra Superpower, Part 
2  
When a little girl's toys keep 
disappearing from her 

backyard, Sparks' Crew 
discovers the culprit is a 
neighbor's dog. How will they 
keep it out? AJ's Extra 
Superpower (his autism) is 
the key. Curriculum: 
Investigating can help you 
figure things out and solve 
problems. / The team heads 
to Citytown Hero Con. AJ is 
dressed as his hero, Jetman 
Jones, and is shocked to see 
that many people are also 
dressed like him. How will he 
find the real Jetman Jones in 
the crowd? Curriculum: Find 
the differences in similar 
things by observing and 
comparing.  
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
We are the Wright 
Brothers/We are the Bronte 
Sisters   
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
Fast Food/Longbeak The 
Pirate   
10pm Rosie's Rules  
Rosies Pirate Adventure/Time 
Trouble  
Rosie and friends pretend to 
be pirates travelling around 
the world, but they need a 
globe to plan a route./While 
Jun is visiting Shanghai, she 
and Rosie plan a virtual 
breakfast. But when it's 
daytime for Rosie, it's 
nighttime for Jun.  
10:30pm Alma's Way  
Alma Picked A Pepper/The 
Alma Train   
11pm Alma's Way  
Beatbox Big Time/Super 



 
Sisters  
Alma's great at beatboxing so 
good that she thinks she 
doesn't need to practice with 
Eddie and Becka before their 
backyard show. She finds out 
the hard way that practice 
makes perfect when she ruins 
the performance. Alma wants 
to be a "super sister" to 
Junior, just like Tia Gloria is to 
Mami. But when Junior 
doesn't seem happy with her 
not-so-super deeds, Alma 
must figure out what being a 
"super sister" really means.  
11:30pm Nature Cat  
The Parade of Pets/Hal's Pals  
Uh oh! Nature Cat forgot to 
put gas in the tractors that will 
pull the Pet Parade floats! 
Can the gang find another 
way and save the day? / Hal's 
ready to frolic with his pond 
pals, but they're nowhere to 
be seen. Can the gang find 
them?  
12am Nature Cat  
Mighty Mountain 
Climbers/Bug Eating Plants!  
Mighty Mountain Climbers - 
On a dare from Ronald, 
Nature Cat and his pals try to 
climb all the way up to The 
Mighty Mountain Peak. They 
get all the supplies they need, 
and head out, led by Nature 
Cat. But they soon find out 
that hiking up a mountain is 
hard, and poses many 
problems no matter how 
prepared you are. Will they 
make it all the way to the 
peak?! Bug Eating Plants! - A 

super excited Squeeks shows 
her brand-new, homemade 
comic "Bug Eating Plants of 
The Swamp!" to her pals. As 
Squeeks begins to read the 
story, we see this action 
packed adventure played out, 
as tiny Nature Cat, Hal, Daisy 
and Squeeks must make their 
way through the swamp while 
trying to stay away from the 
Bug Eating Plants, which 
proves difficult for Tiny Hal!  
12:30am Arthur  
Binky Rules/Meet Binky  
Writing your own name in 
graffiti all over the school 
wouldn't be very smart, right? 
Binky says he didn't do it, so 
detectives Fern and Buster 
are on the case. Can they 
work together to solve the 
crime or will their client be 
sent up the river? In the 
second story, Arthur and the 
gang have Binky hats, Binky 
t-shirts and Binky CDs, but 
what they really need are 
Binky concert tickets!  
20 Thursday  
8pm Cyberchase  
The Lilting Loons   
8:30pm Hero Elementary  
Knot So Fast / Made in the 
Shade  
AJ invents "The Lacer Racer," 
a shoe-tying car. But, when 
the car gets out of control, it 
ties Citytown into knots. How 
can they build a trap to catch 
it? Curriculum: A solution can 
be found by using an 
engineering design process: 
What's the problem, what can 

we try, build, test, and share? 
/ When the ice cream in 
Stevie Heat's ice cream cart 
melts, Sparks' Crew 
investigates how this could 
have happened, and what 
they can do to make sure it 
doesn't happen again. 
Curriculum: The sun has 
warming effects. The effect 
the sun's heat has can be 
reduced by making shade.  
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am Wilma Rudolph/I Am 
Jonas Salk   
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
Elementary My Dear 
Watsons/Way Down In 
London   
10pm Rosie's Rules  
Iggy's Bedtime/The Great 
Crystalini  
114A To help Mom, Rosie 
volunteers to put Iggy to bed, 
but she'll have to follow his 
special routine to do so. 114B 
Rosie is helping Crystal with 
her magic show, but for their 
big trick to work, she must 
follow the steps in order.  
10:30pm Alma's Way  
Lucas Left Out/The Sweetest 
Trea   
11pm Alma's Way  
Alma's Book Swap/Finders 
Keepers   
11:30pm Nature Cat  
Living on the Edge/Wild World 
of Wild Play in the Wild   
12am Nature Cat  
The Nature Nap 
Dilemma/Captain Nature 
Cat's Wild River Adventure   



 
12:30am Arthur  
Arthur's Treasure Hunt/The 
Return of the King  
When Buster digs up an 
ancient arrowhead, everyone 
else wants to hunt for buried 
treasures, too. But how can 
Arthur become a famous 
discoverer of lost civilizations 
and stuff if his Mom won't let 
him dig up the back yard? In 
the second story, a field trip to 
the Medieval Fair pits Arthur's 
class against another led by 
Ratburn's super-tough 
mentor, Mr. Pryce-Jones. 
Arthur and the gang suffer 
defeat after humiliating defeat 
against the smarter, stronger 
competitors. Can Arthur save 
the day--and be crowned 
king?  
21 Friday  
8pm Cyberchase  
Clean-Up On Isle 8  
In the world of Cyberchase, 
Motherboard has summoned 
three adventurous Earth kids 
Jackie, Matt, Inez and their 
bird pal Digit as the 
"CyberSquad." Using brain 
power, perseverance and 
math problem solving skills, 
the CyberSquad has the 
awesome task of saving 
"Cyberspace" from the 
dastardly Hacker and his 
partners in chaos, Buzz and 
Delete. Each episode also 
includes a comedic live-action 
epilogue that shows that math 
is everywhere and everyone 
can use it.  
8:30pm WordGirl  

Earth Day Girl/A Hero, A 
Thief, A Store and Its Owner  
Earth Day Girl - When the 
Birthday Girl learns that the 
Earth is having a special 
celebration (on her birthday!) 
she decides to teach the 
Earth a lesson. Will WordGirl 
find a way to stop the Birthday 
Girl and save Earth Day? 
Vocabulary Words: Recycle, 
Excess. A Hero, A Thief, A 
Store and Its Owner - A police 
officer arrives at the Jewelry 
Store only to find Reginald, 
Chuck, Captain Huggy Face, 
and WordGirl encased in 
condiment cocoons. He 
questions everyone, but 
uncovering the truth from a 
superhero, a villain, a monkey 
and a dramatic jewelry store 
clerk isn't as easy as it 
sounds. Vocabulary Words: 
Version, Recollect.  
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am Louis Pasteur/I Am 
Rachel Carson   
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
She Is The Moon of 
Moons/Beats of Beijing  
In Beijing, when the kids 
decide to give Luna her own 
special day, they discover that 
China already celebrates her 
with the Moon Festival. / In 
Beijing, while Carmen 
searches for a new home for 
Honey, the mischievous 
hamster takes residence in a 
giant drum that's about to be 
used in a drum ceremony.  
10pm Rosie's Rules  

Super Rosie/On with the 
Show  
115A Rosie wants to have a 
nighttime job, so she turns 
into a Super Kid and tries 
different tasks to get her job 
done. 115B Rosie is helping 
out with the play at the 
community theater, but she 
must figure out what her job is 
before the play starts.  
10:30pm Alma's Way  
Junior's Story/Anniversary 
Surprise  
Junior really wants to find a 
book about a Puerto Rican 
boy, dinosaurs, and the 
Bronx, but Alma and Andre 
can't find any stories that 
have all three at the 
bookstore. Luckily Alma has 
an idea: what if they help 
Junior make his own book? 
Alma and Eddie want to 
surprise Nestor and Gloria for 
their anniversary, but when 
Gloria gets called into work 
unexpectedly, their party 
plans might be a bust.  
11pm Alma's Way  
Socks for Sale/Alma's Animal 
Show  
When Chacho chews holes in 
the socks that Alma was 
planning to donate for the 
Community Center's Bomba 
Drum Fundraiser, she has to 
figure out a way to transform 
the holey mess into a new 
success. Alma offers to 
record Papi's animal show 
while he's busy and recruits 
her friends and their talented 
pets to help. But Alma keeps 



 
messing up on the camera. 
Will this week's show be 
cancelled?  
11:30pm Nature Cat  
Earth Day Today/Earth Day 
Every Day  
Earth Day Today - It's Earth 
Day today! Hooray! To 
celebrate, Nature Cat, 
Squeeks, Daisy and Hal go 
on a nature hike over to 
Butterfly Hills. But they don't 
get too far because they keep 
running into plastic bags 
blowing in the wind. Upon 
closer inspection, they see 
these plastic bags come from 
a local supermarket, so 
Nature Cat calls for a change 
in Earth Day plans. Now they 
will celebrate Earth Day by 
alerting the supermarket of 
their plastic bag problem! 
Earth Day Every Day - With 
an earth-friendly alternative in 
place for the supermarket 
plastic bag problem, Nature 
Cat and his pals look to get 
back to their Earth Day hike 
celebration but are once 
again sidetracked. This time 
it's by a plastic bottle floating 
in a stream. Trying to get this 
one plastic bottle out of nature 
and into a recycling can takes 
them on a perilous, action-
packed journey through the 
waterways, ending up in the 
ocean where they see more 
plastic waste! But it's also 
where they learn that Earth 
Day is every day.  
12am Nature Cat  
The Legend of Cowboy 

Kitty/The Corn Conundrum  
Quentin Bearantino needs a 
desert background for his 
latest movie starring Nature 
Cat. Can the gang find the 
perfect cactus? / Nature Cat 
and the gang head to Hugo's 
farm, only to find that it's 
barren. Can they bring some 
life back to it?  
12:30am Arthur  
Speak Up Francine/Waiting 
for Snow   
22 Saturday  
8pm Cyberchase  
Clean-Up On Isle 8  
In the world of Cyberchase, 
Motherboard has summoned 
three adventurous Earth kids 
Jackie, Matt, Inez and their 
bird pal Digit as the 
"CyberSquad." Using brain 
power, perseverance and 
math problem solving skills, 
the CyberSquad has the 
awesome task of saving 
"Cyberspace" from the 
dastardly Hacker and his 
partners in chaos, Buzz and 
Delete. Each episode also 
includes a comedic live-action 
epilogue that shows that math 
is everywhere and everyone 
can use it.  
8:30pm WordGirl  
Earth Day Girl/A Hero, A 
Thief, A Store and Its Owner  
Earth Day Girl - When the 
Birthday Girl learns that the 
Earth is having a special 
celebration (on her birthday!) 
she decides to teach the 
Earth a lesson. Will WordGirl 
find a way to stop the Birthday 

Girl and save Earth Day? 
Vocabulary Words: Recycle, 
Excess. A Hero, A Thief, A 
Store and Its Owner - A police 
officer arrives at the Jewelry 
Store only to find Reginald, 
Chuck, Captain Huggy Face, 
and WordGirl encased in 
condiment cocoons. He 
questions everyone, but 
uncovering the truth from a 
superhero, a villain, a monkey 
and a dramatic jewelry store 
clerk isn't as easy as it 
sounds. Vocabulary Words: 
Version, Recollect.  
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am Mark Twain/I Am Abigail 
Adams   
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
Shake, Rattle and Roll/Love 
and Harmony   
10pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am Mark Twain/I Am Abigail 
Adams   
10:30pm Hero Elementary  
Search and Rescue / Secret 
Lives of Teachers  
Sparks' Crew is on a training 
mission to find their 
schoolmates, Petie Heat and 
Freeze Louise, who are hiding 
somewhere in Citytown. The 
team follows hot and cold 
clues to lead them to find their 
friends. Curriculum: Heating 
or cooling a substance may 
cause changes that can be 
observed. / The kids are 
shocked to see their teacher, 
Mr. Sparks, on the weekend, 
outside of school. But, when 



 
Mr. Sparks loses an important 
package, our heroes have to 
save the day without the use 
of the superhero technology 
they usually have with them 
on school days. Curriculum: 
When current technology is 
not available, there are other 
ways to solve problems.  
11pm Nature Cat  
Earth Day Today/Earth Day 
Every Day  
Earth Day Today - It's Earth 
Day today! Hooray! To 
celebrate, Nature Cat, 
Squeeks, Daisy and Hal go 
on a nature hike over to 
Butterfly Hills. But they don't 
get too far because they keep 
running into plastic bags 
blowing in the wind. Upon 
closer inspection, they see 
these plastic bags come from 
a local supermarket, so 
Nature Cat calls for a change 
in Earth Day plans. Now they 
will celebrate Earth Day by 
alerting the supermarket of 
their plastic bag problem! 
Earth Day Every Day - With 
an earth-friendly alternative in 
place for the supermarket 
plastic bag problem, Nature 
Cat and his pals look to get 
back to their Earth Day hike 
celebration but are once 
again sidetracked. This time 
it's by a plastic bottle floating 
in a stream. Trying to get this 
one plastic bottle out of nature 
and into a recycling can takes 
them on a perilous, action-
packed journey through the 
waterways, ending up in the 

ocean where they see more 
plastic waste! But it's also 
where they learn that Earth 
Day is every day.  
11:30pm Arthur  
Prunella The Packrat/What's 
in a Name?  
Prunella the Packrat - 
Prunella saves everything - 
ticket stubs, quizzes from 
second grade, pencil stubs, 
broken shoe laces...you name 
it and it's in her closet! Can 
Arthur help her break her 
packrat habits in time to put 
together the display for the 
school's Earth Day fair? Or is 
Prunella doomed to drown in 
her clutter? What's in a 
Name? - Binky find out that 
his real name isn't Binky, it's... 
Shelley?!! He's certain he will 
have to leave town - or at 
least school - having this silly 
name. Until his mom tells him 
the story of his ancestor, 
Shelley Barnes, the greatest 
circus owner of his time...  
12am Molly of Denali  
King Run/The Native Youth 
Olympics  
King Run It's salmon season! 
First order of business at fish 
camp: help Grandpa Nat fix 
the broken fish wheel. But 
when the fish wheel goes 
missing, Molly and Tooey 
have a bigger problem to 
solve. The Native Youth 
Olympics Did you know that 
Molly's Dad used to compete 
in the Native Youth Olympics? 
Neither did she! But now 
she's determined to put 

together a team and bring a 
gold medal to Qyah, if she 
can master an event.  
12:30am Odd Squad  
Negative Town/License to 
Science  
Negative Town - The agents 
go to Negative Town to track 
down a villain. Curriculum: 
negative numbers. License to 
Science - Oona must pass 
her lab director's test or risk 
getting kicked off Odd Squad. 
Curriculum: odd and even 
numbers, early algebra, 
addition and subtraction.  
23 Sunday  
8pm Cyberchase  
Clean-Up On Isle 8  
In the world of Cyberchase, 
Motherboard has summoned 
three adventurous Earth kids 
Jackie, Matt, Inez and their 
bird pal Digit as the 
"CyberSquad." Using brain 
power, perseverance and 
math problem solving skills, 
the CyberSquad has the 
awesome task of saving 
"Cyberspace" from the 
dastardly Hacker and his 
partners in chaos, Buzz and 
Delete. Each episode also 
includes a comedic live-action 
epilogue that shows that math 
is everywhere and everyone 
can use it.  
8:30pm WordGirl  
Earth Day Girl/A Hero, A 
Thief, A Store and Its Owner  
Earth Day Girl - When the 
Birthday Girl learns that the 
Earth is having a special 
celebration (on her birthday!) 



 
she decides to teach the 
Earth a lesson. Will WordGirl 
find a way to stop the Birthday 
Girl and save Earth Day? 
Vocabulary Words: Recycle, 
Excess. A Hero, A Thief, A 
Store and Its Owner - A police 
officer arrives at the Jewelry 
Store only to find Reginald, 
Chuck, Captain Huggy Face, 
and WordGirl encased in 
condiment cocoons. He 
questions everyone, but 
uncovering the truth from a 
superhero, a villain, a monkey 
and a dramatic jewelry store 
clerk isn't as easy as it 
sounds. Vocabulary Words: 
Version, Recollect.  
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am Wilma Rudolph/I Am 
Jonas Salk   
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
Fast Food/Longbeak The 
Pirate   
10pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am Wilma Rudolph/I Am 
Jonas Salk   
10:30pm Hero Elementary  
AJ's Extra Superpower, Part 1 
/ AJ's Extra Superpower, Part 
2  
When a little girl's toys keep 
disappearing from her 
backyard, Sparks' Crew 
discovers the culprit is a 
neighbor's dog. How will they 
keep it out? AJ's Extra 
Superpower (his autism) is 
the key. Curriculum: 
Investigating can help you 
figure things out and solve 

problems. / The team heads 
to Citytown Hero Con. AJ is 
dressed as his hero, Jetman 
Jones, and is shocked to see 
that many people are also 
dressed like him. How will he 
find the real Jetman Jones in 
the crowd? Curriculum: Find 
the differences in similar 
things by observing and 
comparing.  
11pm Nature Cat  
Mighty Mountain 
Climbers/Bug Eating Plants!  
Mighty Mountain Climbers - 
On a dare from Ronald, 
Nature Cat and his pals try to 
climb all the way up to The 
Mighty Mountain Peak. They 
get all the supplies they need, 
and head out, led by Nature 
Cat. But they soon find out 
that hiking up a mountain is 
hard, and poses many 
problems no matter how 
prepared you are. Will they 
make it all the way to the 
peak?! Bug Eating Plants! - A 
super excited Squeeks shows 
her brand-new, homemade 
comic "Bug Eating Plants of 
The Swamp!" to her pals. As 
Squeeks begins to read the 
story, we see this action 
packed adventure played out, 
as tiny Nature Cat, Hal, Daisy 
and Squeeks must make their 
way through the swamp while 
trying to stay away from the 
Bug Eating Plants, which 
proves difficult for Tiny Hal!  
11:30pm Arthur  
Feeling Flush/Family Fortune  
Feeling Flush: When Elwood 

City experiences a drought, 
Francine bets Arthur that her 
family can use less water than 
his. But Francine is shocked 
to learn that, despite her 
conservation efforts, her 
water meter levels are twice 
as high as Arthur's! What's 
going on at the Frensky 
household? Will Francine find 
out who's behind the flushing 
frenzy? Family Fortune: The 
TV show, Treasure Caravan, 
is coming to Elwood City! 
Arthur and D.W. are 
convinced that in Grandma 
Thora's attic they'll find 
treasures that will make them 
famous on TV - and rich 
beyond their wildest dreams. 
But what they really discover 
is that family history and 
cultural traditions are far more 
precious.  
12am Molly of Denali  
Mollyball/Visit Qyah  
Mollyball After wet cement 
ruins Molly and the gang's 
plans for a basketball 
rematch, they head over to 
the Trading Post where they 
create a new game called 
Mollyball! As the game gets 
more and more complex, the 
kids must figure out a way of 
explaining the rules and later, 
how to end the game. Visit 
Qyah While looking through a 
travel guide of different 
Alaskan villages, Molly 
discovers that Qyah isn't 
included! Molly convinces the 
guide's author to visit her 
village and gets everyone 



 
involved to show the writer a 
good time. Will Molly succeed 
in getting Qyah into the 
guidebook?  
12:30am Odd Squad  
Undercover Olive  
Undercover Olive - In this 
half-hour episode, Olive goes 
undercover in a high-stakes 
"Rock, Paper, Scissors" 
game. Curriculum: Data 
collection and analysis; 
solving simple probability 
problems.  
24 Monday  
8pm Cyberchase  
Sustainable By Design   
8:30pm Hero Elementary  
Monumental Problem / Super 
Lift  
When a nose accidentally 
breaks off one of the faces on 
Hero Hill, our heroes must 
figure out how to repair the 
monument. Sparks' Crew 
makes various sticky 
mixtures, hoping to find one 
strong enough to stick the 
nose back on. Curriculum: 
When two or more 
substances are mixed 
together, the resulting 
substance may have different 
properties than each material 
on its own. / Sparks' Crew 
tries to help change a broken 
wheel on a hot dog cart. But, 
with Sara playing "teacher" for 
the day, how can they lift the 
heavy cart without her so they 
can change the wheel? 
Curriculum: Using a lever can 
make it easier to lift a heavy 
object.  

9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am Harriet Tubman   
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
A Duppy Story/Everything's 
Irie Mon   
10pm Rosie's Rules  
Moms Snowy Day/Rosies 
Nature Adventure  
112A Mom yearns for past 
snowy winters, so Rosie tries 
to make her a snowy winter in 
the backyard. 112B Rosie, 
Iggy and Papa are on hike in 
a national park, but it turns 
into a rescue mission when 
Lote falls in the river.  
10:30pm Alma's Way  
Alma's Cat-
Tastrophe/Stickball!  
When Mr. Ramirez takes too 
many cats into his shop, Alma 
helps him figure out what to 
do with them. When Alma 
asks her friends to play 
stickball, there's one hold-out 
Howard. How will she 
convince him he'll enjoy 
playing the game, too?  
11pm Alma's Way  
Steggie Rescue/Alma Hits 
The Right Note   
11:30pm Nature Cat  
Tally Ho, A Volcano/No Rest 
for the Squeeky   
12am Nature Cat  
Window Worries/The 
Pinecone Genie  
Oh no! Brooks the bird flew 
into Sadie's window! Can the 
crew help him and other 
migrating birds fly safer? / 
Wolves are ruining the gang's 
day at the park, so Nature Cat 

wishes them away. Mystical! 
Can the gang finally get some 
peace?  
12:30am Arthur  
Background Blues/and Now 
Let's Talk to Some Kids  
Wouldn't it be way cool to find 
out that your ancestors were 
famous frontier explorers? Or 
royalty? But what if, as 
Francine and Muffy are about 
to find out, they were just ... 
plain folks? In the second 
story, The Magic Toolbox 
show is coming to Ratburn's 
class to put the kids on TV! 
The kids prepare for stardom, 
but a behind-the-scenes star 
saves the show.  
25 Tuesday  
8pm Cyberchase  
Clean-Up On Isle 8  
In the world of Cyberchase, 
Motherboard has summoned 
three adventurous Earth kids 
Jackie, Matt, Inez and their 
bird pal Digit as the 
"CyberSquad." Using brain 
power, perseverance and 
math problem solving skills, 
the CyberSquad has the 
awesome task of saving 
"Cyberspace" from the 
dastardly Hacker and his 
partners in chaos, Buzz and 
Delete. Each episode also 
includes a comedic live-action 
epilogue that shows that math 
is everywhere and everyone 
can use it.  
8:30pm Hero Elementary  
Looking Super / Schmubble 
Trouble  
When a self-flying cape 



 
escapes from the store selling 
it, Sparks' Crew teams up 
with the famous hero, Hail 
Caesar, to search for it. But, it 
isn't easy, since the cape is 
very good at hiding. It will take 
super observation skills to find 
it. Curriculum: Observe the 
world around you to gather 
information. Use the 
information to solve problems. 
/ Benny has a case of the 
"Schmubbles," a bubble cold 
that causes bubbles to shoot 
out of his hands 
uncontrollably. When AJ, 
Lucita, and Sara get caught in 
Schmubble Bubbles, they 
must make their way through 
Citytown inside of bubbles 
they can't pop. Curriculum: 
Objects can be moved from 
one place to another by 
combining the right strength 
and/or direction of pushes 
and collisions.  
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am Kate Warne/I Am Sir 
Arthur Conan Doyle   
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
Dig It Daddy-O/Hilly Nilly   
10pm Rosie's Rules  
Sister Surprise/Rosies Twin  
111A When Rosie learns 
about a surprise for a sister, 
she tries to find out who that 
sister is. 111B Inspired by the 
cool stuff twins Jun and Quinn 
do together, Rosie tries to find 
someone to be her very own 
twin.  
10:30pm Alma's Way  
Harper's Quick Change/All 

Rapped Up  
When Alma, Harper, and 
Rafia see a quick-change 
video Safina made, Harper 
wants to make a video for her 
dad of her changing into her 
robot costume that's just like 
it. The only problem is, they 
can't figure out how she 
changed her clothes so fast! 
They'll need a little help to 
make a video of their own. 
Alma is supposed to help 
Eddie record a rap, but starts 
a rap circle with Junior, 
Andre, and Becka instead.  
11pm Alma's Way  
Checkers Champ/World's 
Greatest   
11:30pm Nature Cat  
Amber Rocks/The Big Stink   
12am Nature Cat  
The Parade of Pets/Hal's Pals  
Uh oh! Nature Cat forgot to 
put gas in the tractors that will 
pull the Pet Parade floats! 
Can the gang find another 
way and save the day? / Hal's 
ready to frolic with his pond 
pals, but they're nowhere to 
be seen. Can the gang find 
them?  
12:30am Arthur  
What Scared Sue 
Ellen?/Clarissa Is Cracked  
Sue Ellen isn't afraid of 
anything until she takes the 
short cut through the woods. 
From that point everything 
appears to scare her. Arthur 
and the other boys 
accompany Sue Ellen through 
the woods to locate her 
monsters. Grandma Thora 

gives her favorite doll, 
Clarissa, to D.W. for a week. 
D.W. treats the antique doll 
like her other toys, but loving 
Clarissa more. Unfortunately, 
D.W.'s attention proves fatal 
to Clarissa when the doll 
breaks. D.W. and her family 
find a doll doctor to repair 
Grandma Thora's treasured 
toy before she's returned.  
26 Wednesday  
8pm Cyberchase  
A Seedy Business  
The citizens of Factoria have 
been put back to work at a toy 
factory where they get free 
meals. The problem? The 
benefactor is none other than 
Hacker, and the meals all 
come from vending machines. 
The CyberSquad and their 
new friend--a little Factorian 
girl named Zoreen--suspect 
Hacker is up to no good, and 
they discover he's not making 
toys, but spy planes! To get 
the Factorians out of Hacker's 
clutches, the CyberSquad 
must show them how to grow 
their own food. Can they put 
Hacker out of business for 
good? Big idea: Delicious, 
healthful vegetables don't just 
come from the store. They 
grow from seeds - and you 
can grow (and eat) them 
yourself! Math concept: Area.  
8:30pm Hero Elementary  
Sara Loses Her Snap / A 
Soupie Mystery  
Sara loses her superpowers 
on the same day when 
Sparks' Crew has to move a 



 
giant, heavy burger. But, how 
can they move it without 
Sara's super strength? 
Curriculum: The shape of 
objects makes them easier or 
harder to move. Round 
objects that roll move more 
easily than flat-bottomed 
objects that slide. / A 
mysterious creature has been 
sighted in Super Superior 
Lake. Sparks' Crew sets out 
to find "Soupy, " as it's called. 
But, they need to find reliable 
information to figure out what 
this creature might be. 
Curriculum: Gather 
information from different 
sources to decide what is 
accurate before constructing 
explanations.  
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am James Naismith/I Am 
Temple Grandin   
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
The Big Dig/Amazing Man  
In Cairo, Andy unearths an 
ancient statue, learning that 
objects buried thousands of 
years ago can be discovered 
and dug up anytime and 
anywhere! / In Cairo, comic-
book fan Andy and the others 
search for the meaning of 
hieroglyphics that explain the 
exciting ending to the latest 
Amazing Man adventure.  
10pm Rosie's Rules  
The Doggie Detectives/A 
House for Gatita  
While delivering popcorn in 
Maya's apartment building, 
Rosie, Crystal and Mom find a 

lost dog toy, so they become 
doggie detectives to find its 
owner./Rosie builds a 
cardboard house for Gatita so 
she can have a peaceful nap.  
10:30pm Alma's Way  
The Beach Blahs/The Last 
Sandcastle  
When Alma's new friend, 
Beto, is disappointed that the 
Bronx Beach doesn't feel like 
his old beach in San Diego, 
Alma and Andre try to show 
him that even though this 
beach is different, it's just as 
fun. During a trip to the 
beach, Junior's sandcastle 
gets washed away by the tide. 
Can Alma find a way to cheer 
him up?  
11pm Alma's Way  
Lost in the Bronx/New 
Neighbors  
When Alma and Uncle Nestor 
get separated from the rest of 
the family on the subway, 
Alma remembers the "just-in-
case" plan she made with 
Mami. Can she and Uncle 
Nestor reunite with the rest of 
the family before their special 
dinner reservation? When 
new neighbors Beto and Emi 
move in next door, Alma and 
Beto hit it off straight away. 
Junior and Beto's little sister, 
Emi, seem to be fast friends, 
too until they aren't. Can Alma 
and Beto figure out what 
keeps driving them apart?  
11:30pm Nature Cat  
Magical Mushroom Mystery 
Tour/A Midsummer Day's 
Dream   

12am Nature Cat  
Living on the Edge/Wild World 
of Wild Play in the Wild   
12:30am Arthur  
ARTHUR AND D.W. CLEAN 
UP/THE LONG, DULL 
WINTER  
Arthur just might make it to 
Happy Crazy Wow Day at the 
park--if he and D.W. can work 
together to clean both their 
rooms! In the second story, 
what's wrong with Arthur? Is 
he bored? In love? Arthur--
and the rest of the gang--
realize they are suffering from 
the January doldrums brought 
on by an acute lack of 
holidays. What's the cure? 
The kids decide to invent their 
own holiday.  
27 Thursday  
8pm Cyberchase  
Hacker Hugs A Tree  
Who knew Hacker was a 
nature lover? Seems it all 
started many Cyber-years 
ago, when Motherboard 
banished him to the Northern 
Frontier. With only the trees to 
call his friends, Hacker 
developed a soft spot for the 
woodlands. That's why he's 
especially incensed when a 
new villain begins to zap his 
beloved trees into thin air. 
The tree-sanity must be 
stopped! In an unlikely 
pairing, the CyberSquad 
steps in to help Hacker. But, 
will they be able save the 
forest before it's too late?  
8:30pm Hero Elementary  
All Over The Map / Lights Go 



 
Down In City Town  
A bird takes AJ's Twigcam 
and flies off with it while it is 
still sending footage of its 
flight. Sparks' Crew uses a 
map to help them identify the 
bird's locations and follow it 
through Citytown. Curriculum: 
A map is a model of the land 
and its features. / Sparks' 
Crew is looking forward to 
seeing a meteor shower, but 
the nighttime sky is too lit-up 
by the lights of the city. How 
can they make the sky darker 
so everyone can see the 
meteors? Curriculum: People 
in cities use a lot of light at 
night, which makes it hard to 
see the night sky. But there 
are things they can do to 
reduce the impact, like turning 
off lights.  
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am Cesar Chavez/I Am 
Dolores Heurta   
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
Hoopin' Hopper/A Chopsticky 
Situation  
When Andy loses his 
basketball in Beijing, he 
learns that although 
competitive sports are fun, 
friendship is more important 
than winning. / In Beijing, Leo 
wants to taste all kinds of 
delicious Chinese food, but 
must first exercise patience in 
learning to use chopsticks.  
10pm Rosie's Rules  
Abuelas Birthday/Cat Mail  
101A When Rosie finds out 
it's Abuela's birthday, she 

tries to send her a birthday 
party in the mail. 101B Rosie 
wants Abuela to feel how soft 
Gatita is, so she tries to send 
her in the mail.  
10:30pm Alma's Way  
Alma On Ice/Junior's Lost 
Tooth  
It's Rafia's first time ice 
skating, and Alma is sure 
she'll find it easy since she's 
so good at sports. When 
Rafia has trouble on the ice, 
Alma must find a way to help 
her friend learn without 
making her feel self-
conscious. When Junior loses 
his first tooth, Alma tries 
everything to cheer him up. 
But with Junior still bummed 
out after she gives him all his 
favorite things, Alma realizes 
that the one thing she can do 
to make him happy is to help 
him find it.  
11pm Alma's Way  
Picture Perfect/Hands for the 
Day  
When Alma and Rafia get an 
idea to make an animal photo 
book, they set out to get the 
perfect pictures. Too bad the 
animals won't cooperate. Will 
their photo book be a flop? 
When Safina hurts her arm, 
Alma and Rafia volunteer to 
be her "hands" for the day to 
help her finish all the things 
she has to do. But when 
Safina seems frustrated with 
their work, they've got to 
figure out how to do things 
right.  
11:30pm Nature Cat  

Under Pressure/Rainy Day   
12am Nature Cat  
Ze Worm Whisperer/Love 
You, Michael Bluejay   
12:30am Arthur  
Attack of the Turbo 
Tibbles/D.W. Tricks The 
Tooth Fairy  
If you think the Tibbles are 
bad now, imagine what they'd 
be like if they had super 
powers! After sneaking a 
peak at the forbidden "Terrific 
Turbo-Trooper Toy T-Bot 
Team" TV show, the Tibbles 
are out of control. And when 
the play gets rough, 
somebody could get hurt! In 
the second story, D.W. needs 
money--quick. After all, every 
girl wants to have her own 
Fluffy Unicorn Clothes-Horse 
and Horse-Clothes Barn. 
When she tries to pull a fast 
one on the Tooth Fairy, will 
Arthur have to pay?  
28 Friday  
8pm Cyberchase  
Trees, Please  
Buzz, Delete and Digit take a 
wild ride on the wreaker. On 
Earth, we meet Inez's family 
for the first time. Their 
courtyard is being revamped 
and Inez wants to plant trees. 
Sister Camila? A skatepark. 
Who will win this sibling 
rivalry?  
8:30pm Cyberchase  
Buzz and the Tree   
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am Rosa Parks/I Am 
Thurgood Marshall   



 
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
Speaking 
Wigglewalker/London Frog  
In London, Andy and friends 
are sent on an important 
shopping trip for the Circo, but 
the simple task becomes 
confusing due to differences 
between British and American 
English. / When thick fog 
hides London's Big Ben, Luna 
helps Andy realize that the 
sounds of the city can provide 
the necessary clues to find 
their way and solve a 
mystery.  
10pm Rosie's Rules  
Fun House/Crystals New 
Bunny  
113A At the carnival, Rosie is 
finally ready to go into the Fun 
House, but then learns she 
doesn't have enough tickets. 
113B A visit to the pet store 
for Crystal's new bunny finds 
Rosie struggling to figure out 
what the bunny wants vs. 
what it needs.  
10:30pm Alma's Way  
Alma Town/An Alma Kind of 
Day  
When Alma is elected mayor 
of Cardboard City, she 
promises to help the city run 
smoothly. But when 
Cardboard City's citizens start 
to feel unhappy with Alma's 
rule-making, she has to figure 
out how to make rules that 
are fair to everyone./Alma and 
Junior want to help out in a 
big way, but, after trial and 
error, they discover it's the 
little acts of kindness that 

make the biggest difference.  
11pm Alma's Way  
Alma's Cat-
Tastrophe/Stickball!  
When Mr. Ramirez takes too 
many cats into his shop, Alma 
helps him figure out what to 
do with them. When Alma 
asks her friends to play 
stickball, there's one hold-out 
Howard. How will she 
convince him he'll enjoy 
playing the game, too?  
11:30pm Nature Cat  
Hooray, It's Arbor 
Day/Goodnight, Gracie  
Hooray, It's Arbor Day - While 
celebrating Arbor Day and 
their love for trees in the 
forest, a heavy wind blows 
Squeeks' favorite climbing 
tree halfway over. How could 
something like this happen, 
and on Arbor Day no less?! 
It's up to Nature Cat and his 
pals to try and save the tree, 
for Squeeks, for all the critters 
that live in the tree and for 
Arbor Day! Goodnight, Gracie 
- Squeeks' play date with her 
pal Gracie the toad has to be 
cut short because it's time for 
Gracie to hibernate for the 
spring. When Gracie needs 
help getting ready for 
hibernating, Nature Cat is 
there to lead the way. If he 
can just stop calling her a frog 
instead of a toad, Nature Cat 
might be able to save the day.  
12am Nature Cat  
The Grand Mystery of the 
Grand Canyon/Strongest 
Show on Earth   

12:30am Arthur  
The Cherry Tree/Matchmaker 
Matchbreaker  
The Cherry Tree - Muffy will 
do anything to have a gigantic 
Dream Bouncy Castle at her 
party, or so she thinks. When 
her favorite cherry tree is cut 
down to make room for the 
castle in her yard, she starts 
to have regrets. Then to make 
matters worse, she learns that 
cutting down trees hurts the 
environment, too. What can 
Muffy do to fix the damage 
she's done? Matchmaker 
Matchbreaker - Francine and 
Muffy scheme to set up their 
older siblings Chip and 
Catherine. If the two got 
married that would make the 
girls sisters! But plans go 
awry, and Francine and Muffy 
decide that merging families 
may not be for the best.  
29 Saturday  
8pm Cyberchase  
Trees, Please  
Buzz, Delete and Digit take a 
wild ride on the wreaker. On 
Earth, we meet Inez's family 
for the first time. Their 
courtyard is being revamped 
and Inez wants to plant trees. 
Sister Camila? A skatepark. 
Who will win this sibling 
rivalry?  
8:30pm Cyberchase  
Buzz and the Tree   
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am Harriet Tubman   
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
The Big Dig/Amazing Man  



 
In Cairo, Andy unearths an 
ancient statue, learning that 
objects buried thousands of 
years ago can be discovered 
and dug up anytime and 
anywhere! / In Cairo, comic-
book fan Andy and the others 
search for the meaning of 
hieroglyphics that explain the 
exciting ending to the latest 
Amazing Man adventure.  
10pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am Harriet Tubman   
10:30pm Hero Elementary  
Looking Super / Schmubble 
Trouble  
When a self-flying cape 
escapes from the store selling 
it, Sparks' Crew teams up 
with the famous hero, Hail 
Caesar, to search for it. But, it 
isn't easy, since the cape is 
very good at hiding. It will take 
super observation skills to find 
it. Curriculum: Observe the 
world around you to gather 
information. Use the 
information to solve problems. 
/ Benny has a case of the 
"Schmubbles," a bubble cold 
that causes bubbles to shoot 
out of his hands 
uncontrollably. When AJ, 
Lucita, and Sara get caught in 
Schmubble Bubbles, they 
must make their way through 
Citytown inside of bubbles 
they can't pop. Curriculum: 
Objects can be moved from 
one place to another by 
combining the right strength 
and/or direction of pushes 
and collisions.  

11pm Nature Cat  
Window Worries/The 
Pinecone Genie  
Oh no! Brooks the bird flew 
into Sadie's window! Can the 
crew help him and other 
migrating birds fly safer? / 
Wolves are ruining the gang's 
day at the park, so Nature Cat 
wishes them away. Mystical! 
Can the gang finally get some 
peace?  
11:30pm Arthur  
Arthur Rides The 
Bandwagon/Dad's Dessert 
Dilemma  
They all have their own 
names and personalities and 
they're so darned cute! 
They're Woogles, and Arthur's 
gotta have one. Especially 
now that everyone else (even 
the Rat!) is collecting them. 
But there aren't anymore--
stores are sold out. Will Arthur 
grow up Woogle-less? In the 
second story, Arthur wouldn't 
mind if Dad's infamous 
dessert "experiments" 
remained a family secret. So 
when Dad volunteers to cater 
a school party, Arthur fears 
the worst. What will Dad 
make this time: chunky 
pudding balls? cranberry-
prune crumble?? turnip 
muffins?!?  
12am Molly of Denali  
Welcome Home Balto/Snow 
Jam  
Welcome Home Balto When 
Molly finds out there is no 
statue of the heroic dog Balto 
in nearby Nenana, she sets 

out to remedy the situation 
and ends up on her own 
dogsledding adventure. Snow 
Jam Molly's basketball team, 
the Qyah Northern Lights, are 
planning to dribble 
basketballs while 
snowshoeing to raise money 
to attend a regional basketball 
tournament in Akiak. Before 
the race, Grandpa Nat 
teaches Molly traditional 
Koyukon words for different 
types of snow. The lesson 
proves to be crucial the day of 
the run when Molly must rely 
on her new knowledge to help 
her team across the finish 
line.  
12:30am Odd Squad  
Villains In Need Are Villains 
Indeed/Happily Ever Odd  
Villains in Need are Villains 
Indeed - Odd Squad and 
villains work together to stop 
a giant robot. Curriculum: 
coding, code-breaking and 
computational thinking, 
mapping. Happily Ever Odd - 
The agents accidentally lose 
someone in headquarters. 
Curriculum: early algebra- 
solving for an unknown in the 
middle of an equation.  
30 Sunday  
8pm Cyberchase  
Trees, Please  
Buzz, Delete and Digit take a 
wild ride on the wreaker. On 
Earth, we meet Inez's family 
for the first time. Their 
courtyard is being revamped 
and Inez wants to plant trees. 
Sister Camila? A skatepark. 



 
Who will win this sibling 
rivalry?  
8:30pm Cyberchase  
Buzz and the Tree   
9pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am James Naismith/I Am 
Temple Grandin   
9:30pm Let's Go Luna!  
Speaking 
Wigglewalker/London Frog  
In London, Andy and friends 
are sent on an important 
shopping trip for the Circo, but 
the simple task becomes 
confusing due to differences 
between British and American 
English. / When thick fog 
hides London's Big Ben, Luna 
helps Andy realize that the 
sounds of the city can provide 
the necessary clues to find 
their way and solve a 
mystery.  
10pm Xavier Riddle and the 
Secret Museum  
I Am James Naismith/I Am 
Temple Grandin   
10:30pm Hero Elementary  
All Over The Map / Lights Go 
Down In City Town  
A bird takes AJ's Twigcam 
and flies off with it while it is 
still sending footage of its 
flight. Sparks' Crew uses a 
map to help them identify the 
bird's locations and follow it 
through Citytown. Curriculum: 
A map is a model of the land 
and its features. / Sparks' 
Crew is looking forward to 
seeing a meteor shower, but 
the nighttime sky is too lit-up 
by the lights of the city. How 

can they make the sky darker 
so everyone can see the 
meteors? Curriculum: People 
in cities use a lot of light at 
night, which makes it hard to 
see the night sky. But there 
are things they can do to 
reduce the impact, like turning 
off lights.  
11pm Nature Cat  
The Parade of Pets/Hal's Pals  
Uh oh! Nature Cat forgot to 
put gas in the tractors that will 
pull the Pet Parade floats! 
Can the gang find another 
way and save the day? / Hal's 
ready to frolic with his pond 
pals, but they're nowhere to 
be seen. Can the gang find 
them?  
11:30pm Arthur  
The Cherry Tree/Matchmaker 
Matchbreaker  
The Cherry Tree - Muffy will 
do anything to have a gigantic 
Dream Bouncy Castle at her 
party, or so she thinks. When 
her favorite cherry tree is cut 
down to make room for the 
castle in her yard, she starts 
to have regrets. Then to make 
matters worse, she learns that 
cutting down trees hurts the 
environment, too. What can 
Muffy do to fix the damage 
she's done? Matchmaker 
Matchbreaker - Francine and 
Muffy scheme to set up their 
older siblings Chip and 
Catherine. If the two got 
married that would make the 
girls sisters! But plans go 
awry, and Francine and Muffy 
decide that merging families 

may not be for the best.  
12am Molly of Denali  
Come Back Birdie!/Winter Is 
Coming   
12:30am Odd Squad  
O Vs. The 
Ballcano/Assistants' Creed  
O vs. The Ballcano - When 
the ball pit starts to overflow, 
Odd Squad must stop 
headquarters from being 
destroyed. Curriculum: 
Measurement; using a pan 
balance to compare and 
balance weights. Assistants' 
Creed - Two of Ms. O's 
assistants accidentally find 
themselves on a mission. 
Curriculum: Number 
operations; adding different 
numbers to get to the same 
sum.  


